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The economic aspects of quality control have received wide con-

cern since its developmental stages, however, they have not been

sufficiently explored. Moreover, as the need for complex products

of high precision and reliability increases, most industrial firms

have experienced some difficulties in meeting that need at reasonable

costs with their limited capabilities.

Realizing that one of the most efficient ways of overcoming such

difficulties is to properly allocate their inspection efforts within a

production process, a mathematical model has been developed for

determining the optimal location of screening inspection stations

within a nonserial production process. Especially, the effect of

imperfect inspection on the probabilistic behaviors of good and

defective items is explicitly considered.

The model is formulated as a constrained nonlinear zero-one

integer program, and it is proved flexible enough to reflect various

limitations and requirements existing in general productionrinspee-



tion systems.

As solution techniques, Lawler and Bell's algorithm and Glover's

enumeration scheme are proposed with proper fathoming tests obtained

by identifying the unique structure of the problem. Glover's scheme

is modified to avoid complicated bookkeeping procedures, and FORTRAN

programs are developed for both algorithms. The computational effici-

encies of the two algorithms are compared with each other by solving

randotly generated test problems, and it is shown that Glover's

enumeration scheme is more efficient than Lawler and Bell's algorithm

under the given conditions for generating test prObleMe. However, it is

realized that Glover's scheme is not quite efficient as the problem

size increases. Thus, additional research is desired for accelerating

enumeration in Glover's scheme.

In addition, a nonserial production-inspection system is analyzed

by performing some sensitivity analyses showing that the model is

adaptive to varying situations.
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OPTIMAL ALLOCATION OF SCREENING INSPECTION EFFORT
FOR NONSERIAL PRODUCTION SYSTEMS

I. INTRODUCTION

The Problem

Juran (1974) has estimated that the total quality costs

incurred to maintain the desired level of product quality in most

industrial firms lies between 5 and 10% of sales, and in some cases

it can run to over 25%. Thus, industrial quality control groups

have been faced with internal pressures for reducing these enormous

costs. On the other hand, they have been faced with external

forces calling for the improvement of the product quality at the

same time. Moreover, due to increasing needs for more complex

products, greater precision, and high reliability, the cost of

achieving product fitness for use has increased. In other words,

those pressures from both internal as well as external sources have

become higher and higher. Thus, there has been an urgent need to

settle the conflict of those two pressure groups by providing ade-

quate decision criteria for minimizing the quality costs while

achieving the desired quality level under given conditions.

One of the most efficient ways for solving this problem is to

properly allocate inspection effort within the production system

considered. For this "proper" allocation of inspection effort,

several rules of thumb have prevailed in industrial firms. One

generally accepted rule is to calculate the ratio of the expected

internal failure costs to the inspection labor costs at each
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potential inspection station. This rule is applied in such a manner

that inspection is performed only when the ratio is greater than one

at a particular inspection station. This rule is fairly simple,

however, it ignores the fact that in any sequential production

systems the decision made at a given inspection station has a sig-

nificant influence not only on the costs incurred at that station,

but also on the product quality at all subsequent operations, and,

as a result, affects the decisions at all subsequent inspection

stations. A truly optimal solution cannot be obtained by treating

each inspection station independently using this kind of rule. A

mathematical model needs to be established to reflect these inter-

actions explicitly.

Several important aspects to be considered for building a

mathematical model include: the nature of the product and the

production systems; inspection policy and inspection accuracy;

and the nature of quality costs.

The effects of each of these factors on the problem are

described in detail in the following sections.

The Nature of the Product and Physical Structures of Production
Systems

Products take on multiple forms while progressing through the

production process, and may exhibit different characteristics when

submitted to inspection. Juran (1974) describes the nature of the

product as shown in Table 1-1.

Probabilistic behaviors of good or bad items in the production
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Table 1-1. The Nature and Forms of Product

Nature of
Product

Forms Descriptions

Single Elements
Discrete units

Specimens from a
coalesced mass.

Separate entities

Samples from batches
or continuous pro-:_
cesses

Lots

Collection of dis-
crete units

Coalesced mass

Obvious boundaries
of batches or
arbitrary amount
of production

process as well as product acceptance policy at each inspection

station largely depend on the nature of the product to be submit-

ted to inspection. In this research, it is assumed that the pro-

duct takes the form of discrete units and it is submitted as a

single element to inspection.

Nowadays many products are built through sequential produc-

tion processes progressing from basic materials to components,

units, equipments, and systems. Sequential production processes

can be classified into two groups: serial (single-channel) pro-

cesses; and nonserial processes. Because nonserial structures

appear more commonly in-our modern process industries this re-

search is concentrated upon nonserial production systems which

include serial or sequential production processes as special

cases.

In a nonserial production process complicated interactions

may arise between operations in the form of converging, diverging,



feedforward, and feedback structures. Converging branches occur

when the outputs from two or more different operations are combined

into an operation; diverging branches occur when two or more out-

puts from an operation become the inputs to different operations;

feedforward loops consist of a diverging branch from an operation,

which converges at a later operation in the process; and feedback

loops consist of a diverging branch from an operation, which con-

verges at an earlier operation in the process. These complicated

structures make it difficult to describe the interactions between

operations in a nonserial production system. A special considera-

tion should be given to describe them explicitly and conveniently.

Another important aspect of nonserial processes is the flow

of materials between operations. The ratio of the input to the

output in each operation needs not be unity. However, in most

cases product is built gradually by assembling parts, components,

units, etc., and therefore, this ratio is some positive integer.

Besides, a nonserial production process may have several

different raw material suppliers as well as different final opera-

tions in which different types of final products are produced.

Typical examples for a serial and a nonserial production

process are illustrated in Figure 1-1 and Figure 1-2, respectively.

Inspection Policy and Inspection Accuracy

The term "inspection" used here implies "acceptance inspec-

tion" which consists of evaluating the quality of some character-

istics, of the product in order to judge conformance to specification.
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Figure 1-1. A Typical Serial Production Process

5

Final
Product
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Final
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Figure 1-2. A Typical Nonserial Production Process
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According to the judgment made the product may be accepted for

further processing or final use, and on the other hand, it may be

scrapped, repaired, and so forth. This product acceptance can

be performed by two major types of inspection. One is screening

or 100% inspection and the other is sampling inspection. Although

sampling inspection is usually the more economical procedure,

there exist several situations in which 100% inspection is desired

as well as efficient. Lindsay and Bishop (1964) illustrated pro-

duction processes in which existing raw material, equipment, and

production techniques are frequently incapable of yielding finished

product of marketable quality. They recommended that in this

situation acceptable quality can only be achieved by inspecting

each item produced and removing from production those items found

to be defective. The Statistical Quality Control Handbook publish-

ed by Western Electric Co., Inc. (1958) also illustrated several

situations where 100% inspection is quite common. They include

the situation where extremely high level of quality should be

attained because a defective is critical to the safety or health

of human beings, and also include the situation where the amount

of production is fairly small and sampling is not practical. In

addition to these situations, there is another important case in

which 100% inspection is, desired. Suppose that in a production

process machining costs at each operation are so exPensive':that

undetected defective items incur a large amount of unnecessary

machining costs at successive operations. In this case, it is

frequently economical to detect a defective item as early as
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possible by sorting.

In the above situations 100% inspection serves to improve the

product quality by eliminating defective items directly from the

production processes considered.

Another important aspect of inspection is the policy for

disposing of deteoted defective product. When defects are found

there are numerous actions that may be taken. A detected defec-

tive item may be scrapped or repaired according to the policy

adopted. If scrapped, it loses cumulative manufacturing costs

with or without some salvage values. If repaired, it may be sent

to previous operations or to repair facilities incurring addi-

tional costs. The disposal policy also affects the probabilistic

behavior of product processed. Thus, disposition of detected

defective items is closely related with internal as well as ex-

ternal economics of industrial firms.

Another important factor which is closely related with the

probabilistic behaviors of good and defective items in the process

is inspection accuracy. If each inspection is assumed to be per-

fect the quality level of an item after each inspection will be

perfect, however, this is not the case in actual situations.

Almost every inspection task performed by human beings is

subject to significant errors, and Juran (1974) cassifies in-

spector errors into three categories: technique errors due to

lack of skill or know-how; Inadvertent errors caused by inherent

human capabilities; and willful errors characterized by the fact

that the inspector knows he is committing the error and that he
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intends to keep it up. It is widely accepted that the inspectors

cannot find all the defects present due to those errors. There-

fore, a good item may be classified as bad while a bad item may

be classified as good by an inspector. Related conditional pro-

babilities for those undesirable errors can be measured, and can

be applied to describing the probabilistic behaviors of an item

in the process.

The Nature of Quality Costs

Groocock (1974) defined quality costs as "costs associated

with making defective product". In other words, quality costs

include all costs which would disappear if there were no defects.

In general, they have been classified into the following four

categories:

1. Internal failure costs incurred by scrapping or rework-

ing detected defective items in the process. They may

include the loss of manufacturing costs, or additional

costs for the rework.

2, External failure costs incurred by defective items

shipped to the customer. They may include the costs for

field service, returned material handling, etc. Other

intangible costs incurred by losing goodwill can be

included in this category with proper estimation.

3. appraisal costs incurred by identifying defectives and

separating them from conforming items during the whole

process. They may include the costs for inspection
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labor, maintenance of test equipment, materials con-

sumed, etc.

4. Prevention costs incurred to maintain the overall

quality program. They may include the costs for in-

spection planning, design of test equipment, personal

training, etc.

According to Groocock (1974) the major advantage of categori-

zing quality costs in this way is that it makes the accounting easy

by determining quantitatively and completely the groups responsible

for particular quality costs.

The ratios of the above costs vary widely among industrial

firms, however, Kirkpatrick (1970) mentioned that typically the

first three take a major portion of the total quality costs while

prevention costs are usually under 10% of all quality costs.

Moreover, the prevention costs are less variable than any other

quality costs. Thus, if the cost criterion per unit of product

produced is adopted, the effect of the prevention costs could be

fixed or ignored.

Another important aspect of the problem is the structure of

each type of quality costs. Although there is no unified agree-

ment on that matter it is common that the appraisal and the in-

ternal failure costs are assumed to be linear with respect to

the unit of product insepcted. However, sometimes it is diffi-

cult to estimate the external failure costs because some intangi-

ble factor associated with the loss of goodwill can be included.

One of the alternatives to overcome such difficulty is to analyze
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the problem with varying external failure costs.

The_Objectives

Thus far, the current need for an extensive analysis of the

problem has been discussed along with an introduction of the

essential aspects of the problem. The literature review indicates

that fairly extensive contributions have been made for optimal

allocation of inspection effort within a production process,

however, various important aspects of the problem have not been

fully explored or reflected in each of the contributions. Most

have concentrated on serial production systems where perfect

inspection is assumed, and have not explicitly considered various

other limitations and requirements existing in the production-

inspection systems. Therefore, there is a need to expand previous

models in order to overcome such deficiencies.

The primary objective of this research is to develop a mathe-

matical model for optimal allocation of screening inspection effort

for nonserial production systems where imperfect inspection is

assumed. It is desired that the model be flexible enough to

reflect essential aspects, limitations, and requirements of the

problem explicitly.

The secondary objective is to provide a solution technique

for the developed model through investigating special structures

of the problem. Based upon the solution technique provided, the

nature of nonserial production-inspection system is analyzed by

evaluating the effects of various factors on the optimal decision

policy.
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Fairly extensive contributions have been made for determining

optimal locations of inspection stations in sequential production

systems. They have concerned themselves with various types of formu-

lations with special features, however, they can be classified into

several broad categories as shown in Figure 2-1 according to the

following criteria:

1. Type of production systems considered:

a) Serial systems

b) Nonserial systems

2. Inspection policy adopted:

a) Screening inspection

b) Sampling inspection

3. Inspection accuracy assumed:

A) Perfect inspection

b) Imperfect inspection

According to the above classifications, this research is related

with Group VI, however, a survey of other groups may be helpful to

understand various aspects of production-inspection systems as well

as to identify the place which this research holds in this area.

Most of previous works have concentrated on the problems arising

in serial production systems where perfect screening inspection is

performed, i.e., Group I in Figure 2-1. They include Lindsay and

Bishop (1964), White (1966, 1969), Pruzan and Jackson (1967),

Lindsay (1967), and Trippi (1974, 1975). Among them Lindsay and



Physical
Structure

Inspection Inspection

Policy Accuracy Group

I

II

Perfect

Screening

Imperfect

Serial

Perfect III

Sampling

Imperfect IV
Production-
Inspection
Systems

Perfect V

Screening

Imperfect VI

Nonserial

Perfect VII

Sampling

Imperfect VIII

Figure 2-1. Classification of Production-Inspection Systems
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Bishop are thought to be the pioneers in this area. They formulated

the problem as a dynamic program in which the required quality of

the final product is considered. They also established the theorem

thdt all-or-none inspection is optimal under fairly general condi-

tions. This theorem was proved again by White (1966) extensively,

and it has formed the foundation of other contributions. White

(1969) and Trippi (1974) formulated the problem as shortest route

models in which defect types are classified into repairable and non-

repairable ones, and also considered the availability of inspection

effort. In their network model, a node represents an operation,. and

the length of the arc from one node to the other represents the re-

lated quality costs. They obtained an optimal inspection policy by

identifying the lowest-cost route in the network. The unique fea-

ture of Pruzan and Jackson is that they presented a possibility of

automated production-inspection process through on-line computation.

In order to develop an optimal policy, their model uses the informa-

tion about where the most recent inspection was performed and how

many non-defective items are remaining after that inspection. Their

model is adaptive in the sense that the optimal location of the

next inspection station is determined based upon the above available

information. Lindsay (1967) developed a model for the case in which

each operation may generate multiple defects. Besides, it has been

proved by Trippi (1975) that the problem can be formulated as a

warehouse location problem which seeks an assignment of customers to

warehouses to minimize the cost of distribution. His formulation of

the problem is to:



Minimize / fi yi +
j.1 j.1 i.1

V x.
lj

Subject to J x.. 1 for all i
j=1 "

0 .1( x.. < y.< 1
lj

y
j
integer for all j

.,

where m = total number of defect types

n = total number of potential inspection stations

f. = the fixed costs to maintain the jth inspection

station

v.. = the expected unit cost of inspecting for
ij

defect type i at inspection station j.

= sum of the unit cost of repair and the unit

inspection cost for defect type i at point j.

In the above cases, the assumption of perfect inspection simpli-

fies the problem in describing the probabilistic behaviors of good

or bad items because the outputs from an inspection station is pen-

fect regardless of the incoming quality of inputs to that station.

Therefore it is possible to describe the current quality of pro-

ducts by knowing only the station where inspection is last performed.

However, if inspection is imperfect, it is necessary to know the

whole history of inspection to describe the current quality of pro-

ducts and therefore, the problem becomes complicated and difficult

to solve. Eppen and Hurst (1974) considered serial production-

inspection systems in which imperfect screening inspection is
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performed, i.e., Group II. They considered two types of inspection

errors as discussed in Chapter I, and described the probabilistic

behaviors of good and bad items by finding related conditional pro-

babilities from Beyes' rule. Thus, their contribution for imperfect

inspection marked a step forward in this area.

The researches in Group III include Beightler and Mitten (1964),

Fruehwirth (1970), Woo and Metcalfe (1972), and Dietrich and Sanders

(1974). They developed systematic methods of determining optimal

sampling policy throughout serial production processes under the

assumption of perfect inspection. A problem in this group is more

difficult to be analyzed than a problem in Group I or II because at

each potential inspection station optimal sample size as well as

optimal acceptance number should be determined at the same time.

For nonserial production systems, only Britney (1972) has de-

veloped a mathematical model formulated as an unconstrained zero-one

nonlinear integer programming problem under the assumptions of multi-

linear (quasi-concave) quality cost structures and perfect screening

inspection. However, it seems unreasonable to treat this production-

inspection system as an unconstrained problem. Most industries

are faced with such constraints as desired outgoing quality levels,

manpower shortage, physical difficulties in allocating inspection

at some station, etc. According to his model any final outgoing

quality levels are theoretically allowed as long as they minimize

the total quality costs. This contradicts that any sound quality

program should keep the balance of total quality costs and the quality

of final product.
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Moreover, his assumption of perfect inspection may be unrealis-

tic in some cases because it has been known that human inspection is

inevitably subject to various types of errors, and therefore, any

measure for outgoing quality levels would be meaningless without

considering the effect of those errors (Case et al., 1975). As

mentioned earlier this research aims to make up for such deficien-

cies in Britney's model by considering various limitations and re-

quirements in nonserial production systems under the assumption of

imperfect inspection. Therefore, this research can be included in

Group VI.

It seems that there have been no extensive contributions per-

taining to Group VII or VIII in which sampling inspection is con-

sidered for nonserial production-inspection systems. Although the

problem in these groups is not considered in this research, it may

be a useful area of future study..
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III. MODEL FORMULATION

General

Consider a nonserial production system with n operations and

n potential inspection stations immediately after each operation as

shown in Figure 3-1. A circle and a square are used to represent an

operation and an inspection station, respectively. There exist m

raw material suppliers and they can be considered as dummy operations.

For the convenience of the model formulation and computer programs

several rules are established for numbering each operation and poten-

tial inspection station. They include:

Rule 1: Raw material suppliers are numbered prior to any other
actual operations.

Rule 2: The number assigned to an operation is always greater
than that of any other previous ones. The inputs to
an operation always comes from operations with
smaller numbers.

Rule 3: A potential inspection station is assigned the same
number as that of the related operation.

In addition, only one final operation is assumed, however, this

assumption can be modified easily in order to allow several different

final operations in the system. That modification will be discussed

later.

At the jth operation, e is defined as a probability that an item

jthprocessed at the j operation attains a defect regardless of the

previous defects incurred, and these en's are assumed to be known.

Fordummyoperationsle.can be interpreted as an Average Outgoing

Quality Level (AOQL) for the itl' raw material.



1

(2) : operation

; inspection station

Figure 3-1. Physical Structure of Nonserial Production-
Inspection, System

At each potential inspection station all-or-none screening

inspection is performed, and an overall screening program can be

expressed as a policy vector d which is an ordered n-tuple (dia,

dn_1, ...,d1). Each dj is a decision variable at the jth inspection

station, and is either 0 or 1. If inspection is performed a value

of 1 is assigned, and if not the value 0 is given. For the conveni-

ence of formulation the other vector, d' is defined such that d'

1 - dj for j = 1,2, ,n.

Each inspection is subject to two types of inspection errors.
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A Type I error occurs when a good item is classified as a defective

one while Type II error occurs when a defective item is classified as

a good one by an inspector. Related conditional probabilities are

assumed to be known at each inspection station.
1

Defect types are not classified, and an item which has at least

one type of defect is scrapped by detection with some salvage values.

Hence, a detected defective item incurs internal failure costs by

losing part of cumulative manufacturing costs which have been added.

In order to maintain the equilibrium conditions of the production

process, it is assumed that a detected item is replaced by a good

one immediately.

Appraisal costs incurred by direct labor, equipment used, ser-

vice, etc. are assumed to be linear per unit product inspected. Any

defective item which escapes from detection axed reaches the customer

causes external failure costs regardless of the type of defects dis-

covered. External failure costs per unit of product discovered are

assumed to be known on the average. It is usual for estimating the

external failure costs to include an intangible factor associated with

the loss of goodwill. Thus, sometimes it is difficult to estimate

them precisely. Such difficulty will be resolved by performing some

sensitivity analysis with respect to external failure costs as shown

in Chapter V. The effect of the prevention costs is ignored based

upon the fact mentioned in Chapter I.

1For furthPr discussion of how to measure those probabilities,

see Duran_ and Gryna (1970), pp. 321-323.
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As discussed earlier there exist various types of requirements

and limitations in most production systems. The most common one is

the requirement of final product quality which is represented by

AOQL. That requirement is considered in the model as a constraint.

Therefore, the problem can be defined as finding an optimal

policy vector d which minimizes the sum of the costs mentioned above

While satisfying the requirement of final AOQL.

Material Flow Rates

It can be easily obtained from the nature of a production process

in equilibrium conditions how many units of intermediate product are

required between connected operations in order to produce one unit

of final product.

Let r.. = material flow rate from the im inspection station to
ij

the jm operation to achieve one unit of final product.

(i j)

= material flow rate from the im operation to the it'

inspection station (i = j).

Each.
ij

is expressed on each path in Figure 3-1. For example, in

order to produce one unit of final product, four units of interme-

diate product are required between the third inspection stations

and the fourth operation, and fourteen units of the second raw materials'

should be supplied to produce one unit of final product. Note that

n
rii = rij. . for all i = 1,2,...,n because detected items

j=i+1

are assumed to be replaced by good ones immediately.
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In assembly processes, a product is usually built gradually by

assembling parts, components, units, etc. Therefore, the ratio of

the inputs to the outputs at an operation, ie., r../r..
jj

is assumed

to be some positive integer.

Overall material flows in the system can be expressed by a flow-

rate matrix R
nxn

(rid)..). Figure 3-2 is the R matrix corresponding to

the syttem in Figure 3-1. It is always a triangular matrix which

implies that there are no feedback flows in the system. The flow-

rate matrix can also be used to identify connections between opera-

tions and inspection stations. The 0's in the matrix imply that there

are no paths between corresponding operations. Thus, each row has

at least two non-zero elements except the last row, and each column

9 0 7 2 0 0

0 14 14 0 0 0

0 0 7 4 3 0

0 0 0 2 0 2

0 0 0 0 1 1

0 0 0 0 0 1

Figure 3-2. An Example of Flow-Rate Matrix
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has at least two non-zero elerlants except the columns for raw material

suppliers.

Cumulative Manufacturing Costs

Let dj be the machining costs per unit of product produced at

the jt' operation. For each dummay operation, cj is the purchasing

costs per unit of the jm raw material.- Let sj be the cumulative

manufacturing costs per unit of intermediate product immediately

afterthePoperationtandthents.can be calculated from the R

matrix and c.
J.

To produce one unit of the jm product rij
j j

/r units of the it'

product are needed, and the cumulative manufacturing costs have

already been added to the it' product. Thus, the sum,

j-1

i=1

is the total intermediate value of the inputs required for producing

one unit of the jm product. Additionally the cost, cj, is added to

one unit of the jm product while processing at the j' operation.

material suppliers, sj c because there

is no input to each supplier.

Recursive expressions for s are:

(3-1) s = c for 1 ., j 14 m

j-1

(3-1a) s. = VI (r. 4/r..)s. + c. for m_+ 1-.,,, j n
J Z__,, 1J JJ 1 J

1=1
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Probabilistic Behaviors of Product

The quality of intermediate product depends on two factors. One

istheoperationalerror,eat each operation and the other is the

decision made at each potential inspection station.

If inspection is performed at an inspection station, the quality

of intermediate product from the jm operation will be affected by the

inspector's errors, and if not, it remains unchanged until later

operations are involved.

Figure 3-3 is a generalized diagram of material flows and re-

lated errors at the jth operation and inspection station.

e . a .

b.
J

Figure 3-3. Material Flows at the jm Operation
and Inspection Station

The inputs with different flow rates as well as different quality

levels flow into the jth operation where the operational error, ei, is

assumed. Each event that each unit of the jm product attains a type-j

defect is assumed to be mutually independent. Besides, it is also



independent of previous defects attained,

Let P. = Pr (A unit of product after the jth operation has at
least one defect),

P'. = Pr (A unit of product after the jth inspection station
has at least one defect),

0. =

I. =

Then,

(3-2)

(3-3)

The event that a unit of the jth product is defect-
free immediately after the jth operation, and

The event that a unit of the jth product is defect-
free immediately after the jth inspection station.

P. = 1 - Pr ) for j =1,2...,n, and

1"---1-Pr(1.)for j = 1,2,...,n.

As discussed earlier rij
jj

units of the ith product are needed

to produce one unit of the jth product, and therefore, the condition

that all rIJ. ./r.JJ. units of the ith product are defect-free is necessary

for the jth product to be good. In addition, there should be no

jth

opera-

tional errors to produce a defect-free product at the operation.

Thus,

Pr (0.) = Pr ( no operational errors occur at the jth opera-

tion)

(3-4) x Pr (rIJ. ./rJ.J. units of the ith product are defect-

free for all is( j) for j = m +l,...,n.

Because each event that each unit of inputs is defect-free is mutually

independent, and Pr (A nB = Pr (A) x Pr (B) for two mutually

independent events A and B,

Pr
J

(r..IJ /rJ.. units of the ith product are defect-free for all i <j)

(3-4a)
r. /r

jj

I

Pr ( .II)

i<j
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r 1 (1 p,i)r

r

1J J, from Eq. (3-3).

i <j

Besides,
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Pr (No operational errors occur at the jth.operation)

(3 -kb) (1 - ej) for j = 112,...In

From Eq. (3-4), (3-4a), and (3 -kb),

(3-4c) Pr (0j ) = (1-0j)*
I I 1...1".) lj jj
i<j

faX1 ,zr; M+1 9n

Therefore, from Eq. (3-2) and (3-4c)
r. 4/r..

(3-5) P. = 1 (1 - e.J ) I
(1 - pv.) 11) JJ

i<j

If 1 4 j m, Eq. (3-5) is reduced to Eq. (3-5a) because there is

no input to the jth raw material supplier.

(3-5a) P.
J
= e.

J
for 1. j

Eq. (3-5) and (3-5a) describe the probabilistic behaviors of

product immediately after the jth operation for j = 1,2,....,n. However,

they cannot completely describe the probabilistic behavior of product

progressing through the process. To be complete the probabilistic

behaviors of product immediately after an inspection station should

be described according to the following procedures.

All the jth product are sent to the jth insepction station where all-

or-none screening inspection is applied with Type I and Type II in-

spector's errors. A Type I error occurs when a good item is classified

as a defective item while a Type II error occurs when a defective item

is classified as a good item by an inspector.
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Let a. = Pr (Type II errors occur at the jth inspection station),

b. = Pr (Type I errors occur at the jth inspection station),

G..the event that one unit of the jth product is defect-
free immediately after the jth operation,

B. = the event that one unit of the jth product is defective
immediately after the jth operation,

A. = the event that one unit of the jth product is accepted

by the jth inspector, and

E. = the event that one unit of the jth product is rejected by

the jth inspector.

Figure 3-4 shows the relationships between events mentioned above,

and the related probabilities can be expressed as follows:

Pr (B.) = 1 - Pr (G.) = P.,

Pr (Aj/Bj) = aj , and

Pr (E./G.) = b..
') J

Ifin.spectionisperormedattheiminspectionstation2P1.can

be expressed as follows:

Expected number of defectives remaining
immediately after the jth inspection station

(3-6) Pt. -
Total number of the jth product immediately

after the jm inspection station.

The denominator of Eq. (3-6) is the same as the total number of the jth

product delivered to the jth inspection station because it is assumed

that detected defective items are replaced by good ones immediately.

Besides, the numerator of Eq. (3-6) is the same as the expected number

of defectives accepted by the jth inspector. Thereforel Eq. (3-6) is

equivalent to:

[ri .. Pr (B.)] Pr ./B . )

(3-6E0
0 J

r.,
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= Pr (Bj) Pr (1./B.)
J J

P. a. for j = 1,2,...,n.
J J

Another way of determining P'j is to directly utilize Figure 3-4.

After performing inspection and replacing detected defective items by

good ones, the portion of defective items in the total number of items

delivered to inspection is the same as Pr (Aj r) Bj ) as shown in

Figure 3-5. Applying the Bayes' Rule,

Pr (A. fl Bj ) =Pr (Tlj ) Pr (A./B. ) = Pj aj
J J

which is the same as Eq. (3-6a).

A.

E.

B. G

4. n B.
J J

A. n G.
J ' '

E . n B.
J

EE.n.
J J

Figure 3-4. Relationships Between Events at the jt Inspection Station

A. n B.
J J

(Bad)

(Good)

Figure 3-5. Portions of Bad and Good Items After the jt Inspection
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Note that P'j does not depend upon Type I errors as shown in.

Eq. (3-6a). This is true because good items Scrapped due to Type I

errors are eventually replaced by good ones, and therefore, Type I

errors have no influence on the number of defective items that remain.

If inspection is not performed at the jth inspection station,

(3-7) P/i = Pi for j = 112,...,n.

Eq. (3-6a) and (3-7) can be expressed at the same time with

respecttothejthdecisionvariable,d.or d/ As mentioned earlier,

ifinspectionisperformedatthejthinspectiond..11 and

- d. for j = 1,21...,n. Therefore,

Eq. (3-6a) and (3-7) are combined into:

(3-8) Pt. = P. El - (1 - a.) d.j
J J J

P. Ea. + (1- a.) d' .3
J J J J

for j = 1,2,...,n.

Thus, the probabilistic behaviors of products progressing through

a production process are completely described by Eq. (3-5), (3-5a),

and (3-8). Above all things, P/n is especially important because it

represents the average outgoing quality of final product which is

required not to be greater than the predetermined quality level,

PAN'

Qpality.Costs Structures

From the assumptions made about the nature of quality costs in

General section, it is straightforward to express each of them as

a function of decision variables.

Let 1. = Sum of appraisal costs per unit of the jth product, and



v. = Salvage value per unit of the jt product.

It isassumedthatvJ ..(s.for all j, and therefore, s. - v.
J

is
J J

the actual cost incurred by scrapping one unit of the jt product.

Then, each group of quality costs needed to produce one unit of

final product can be expressed as follows:

T&C = Total Appraisal Costs = r.. 1. .

JJ J J

(3-9)

j=1

= r
JJ

. 1. (1 -d' j)

j=1

TIC = Total Internal, failure Costs

r .. Pr (E j) ( . - v.) d.
J J J

3-10)
r. Pr (E.) (s. - v.) (1 -d'.)

J =1

where Pr (Ej) = Pr (E.(I B. ) + Pr (Ln G. )

J J J J

= Pr (Bj) Pr (Ej/Bj ) + Pr (Gj ) Pr (Ei/G-j)

P Cl aj) + (1 - P.) b.
J J

b + P. (1 - a. - b.).
J J

TEC = Total External failure Costs

= (Expected external failure costs per defective unit)

(3-11) x Pr (A unit of final product is defective)

=k P'

Therefore,

Total expected quality costs per unit of final product -

.TAC + TIC + TEC.
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Mathematical Model

In the General section the problem is defined as to find an

optimal policy vector d or dt which minimizes the total quality costs

while achieving the required average outgoing quality level of final

product. Based upon the definition of the problem and the results

obtained in the previous sections, a mathematical model is formulated.

In the model, the objective function represents the total quality costs

per unit of final product, and the constraint represents the require-

ment of AOQL of the final product. For convenience, the policy vector d'

is adopted instead of d. Therefore, the problem is to:

Minimize Z (d')

n
r.. 1. (l-dl.) r.. [b. +P (1 - a. - b.)] (s. -v.)
JJ J JJ J JJ JJ

j=1

(1 -L +'kP/
n

subject to

Pin< PAOQ

where

j=1

= 0 or 1 for 1 < j n.

r. .Ar .

(3-5) P. = 1-(1-e.)
I I

(1-1"i) 2-1 " for m+1<j<;n
.3

(3-5a) = e for jm

(3-8) Pl = P [a + (1 - a.) d/ j] for 1 < j <n

Thecumulativemanufacturingcosts,s.,are the same as defined in Eq.

(3-1) and (3-1a). Definitions of all constants and variables are



included in Appendix A.

It is clear that the problem is formulated as a nonlinear zero-

one.integerprogramingproblembecauseeachP.or P'. in the objective

function as well aslin'the constraint is itself a nonlinear function

of the decision variables. To appreciate the nature of the problem

further, the objective function is rewritten as the difference of two

functions,andanimportanttheoremrelatedwithP.and P'j is esta-

blished as follows:

The revised objective function:

Minimize Z (d')

= Zi (d') - z2 (d')

7-4 rjj 1i rjj (sj-vj) bj+ Pj+Pi(aj+bj) d'j +kP,
n

j=1

[r..1.d, + r. (s -v.) 'IDA' +P.(a.+b.)+P.d'
JJ J iJi3 OiJJJOi

j=1

Theorem. Each P or P, is monotone nondecreasing in each of the

decision variables (11' d' .

1

To prove the theorem consider a policy vector d', and assume that

any one of its components, say d'k is increased from 0 to 1. Then,

Lemma 1. Plido, > ptildt,.0 for k = 1,21....ln.

Proof. From Eq. (3-8),

(3-12a) Plk/di = Pkak = Pk because 0 < a ;11 and

(3-12b) = Pk for k = 1,2, ....7n.

From Eq. (3-12a) and (3-12b), the Lemma is proved.
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Lemma 2. P
j
/ P / for j k.j d 00

Proof. This is intuitively clear because, if j k, the outputs

from the jth operation are delivered to the kth inspection station

directly or indirectly, and therefore, P., which has been already de-
,1

termIned by the decisions previously made, does not depend upon d'k.

L-e"-111113-222- Pt j/dtk=1 P iid'k=0 for. j <I"

Proof. This is also clear based upon the similar reason in Lemma 2.

Lemma 4. Pj /
d' =1

>
j
P/d 0 for j > k./ =

Proof. If k < j m, from Eq. (3-5a),

(3-13) j 001 j d k=0
= ej k<,,j

because there is no interaction between raw material suppliers.

'If j>k and j>m, from Eq. (3-5),

jkj/rij
(3-14a) Pj /

di
1 (1-e)(1 - Pk/d

k=1
./r 7

(1 _ pt )

i< j
±

(3-14b)P./d ,00 ..1-(1-e.)(1 PI
j

r../r..

[li<j

i/k

From Lemma 1,

rkj/rjj

(3 -15a) 1 - P'k41. 4; 1 PliAliic70 and
k-

r /r. r /r.
ki Ji kj jj

(3-15b) (1 - P'k41. a) (1 - Pycli =0)
4 k

because r
kj
/r

jj
is either some positive integer or 0 according to whe-

ther there is a path between the Xth inspection station and the jth

operation or not. Applying the inequality (3-15b) to Eq. (3-14a) and
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(3-14b) yields:

(3-16) Pj / . P for j>k and j>na
dik

.1 j
/

". di .0

because the other corresponding terms in Eq. (3-144) and (3-14b) are

the same. From Eq. (3-13) and from the inequality (3-16), the Lemma

is proved.

Lemma PI
j
/d Plj for j i.k.

k=1

Proof. From Eq. (3-8),

(3-17a) Pij "d 01 J d
P . [4. + (1 -a j) d' .1 and

(3-17b) PA,00 + (1-a.J )diJ.] .

From Lemma 4, Pj /
dik=1 j

The Lemma is proved.
u k-U

From Lemma 2 and Lemma 4, P for j=1,2,...,n is monotone non-

decreasing in each of the decision variables di
1

, di
2'

din. Pi

for j =1,2,... ,n is also monotone nondecreasing in each of decision

variables by Lemma 1, Lemma 3, and LeMMa 5. Thus, the theorem is

proved.

Using the theorem the following important characteristics of the

mathematical model are derived.

1. The left hand side of the constraint, Pt:,, is monotone non-

decreasing in each of decision variables d'i,di2,..., din.

2. Z1(d') and Z2(dy) in the revised objective function are mono-

tone nondecreasing in each of decision variables d_t ,dt
1 2

dt
n
because multiplications and additions nondecreasing

functions which have =negative values are also nondecreas-

ing.Notethateachdecisionvariabledi.is also nondecreas-

ing in each of decision variables. Therefore, the objective
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function of the mathematical model can be expressed as the

difference of two monotone nondecreasing functions.

The above two characteristics of the model are essential for

providing efficient solution techniques for the Problem.

Further Remarks on the Model

The model can be easily expanded to the following cases with

slight modifications.

The case in which several different final operations are

allowed.

2. The case in which the availability of inspection effort is

limited.

3. The case in which inspection cannot be performed at certain

inspection stations due to physical or technical difficulties.

.Consider a nonseriai production syStap with n -q +l final opera-

tions where n-q+1 different types of final product are produced as

shown in Figure 3-6. It is assumed that the desired quality of each

final product is (PAOQ
)
j

for
2 2
q+1

9

n. In addition, the

expected external failure costs for each unit of final product is as-

sumed to be k. for j=q, q+1,...,n. Then, the problem can be modified

as follows:

Minimize Z(d1)

r..
JJ

1.J (1-d'.

j=1

n
k.
J
Pl.

-=n-q+1

r..
JJ

[b.+P.J (1-a. -b.)
J JJ (s.J -v.J )(1-dt.)



subject to

. (P )
AOQ

(it. = ID or 1

for. j = q, q+1, ,n.

for 1 j n
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Note that the objective function as well as constraints in the

new problem is still monotone nondecreasing in each of the decision

variables dt dt
d' n'2"." n.

1st final product

n-q+, 1st final
product

Figure 3-6. A Nonserial Production System with Multiple
Final Operations

Suppose that the number of available qualified inspectors is

limited to w. Then, another new problem can be formulated by adding

a new constraint:

(3-18)
j=1

d . = (1-W.)=. n -
j =1 j=1

The above inequality can be rewritten as:



(3-18a) - d' = w-n
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It is clear that the, sum E d' is monotone nondecreasing in

j=1

each of decision variables.

If it is impossible to perform inspection at the jth inspection

station, this limitation can be forMulated in the model by adding the

following constraint:

(3-19)d...(1-cr.). 0

Eq. (3-19) can be expressed by two inequalities as usual, i.e.,

(3-19a) d'i < 1

(3-19b) -d' 4:-1

Obviously the term d'. in the right hand side of the above two

inequalities (3-19a) and (3-19b) is monotone nondecreasing in each of

decision variables.

Based upon the above discussions, it is clear that the model is

flexible enough to include various types of limitations and require-

ments existing in general production-inspection systems. Moreoever,

the important characteristics'that the objective function and the con-

straints are monotone nondecreasing in each of decision variables can

be reversed. Based upon these characteristics of the problem, two

solution techniques are proposed in Chapter IV, and the problem is

analyzed in Chapter V using the original mode], and the chosen solu-

tion technique.
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N. SOLUTION METHODS

General

Although there have been extensive theoretical contributions

regarding the solution of integer programming problems, progress in

the computational aspects has not been remarkable in spite of the rapid

evolution of digital computers. Besides, each current algorithm is

usually designed to solve a specific type of problem, and this defi-

ciency becomes severer when nonlinearity is encountered. Consider-

ing the difficulties currently existing, it seems most desirable to

solve nonlinear integer programming problems according to the

following steps:

1. Analyze the nature of the problem to be solved.

2. Determine the most adequate approach for the problem.

3. Choose a specific algorithm which is most suitable to the

problem.

4. Modify the algorithm if desired to make it more suitable

to the problem.

As discussed in Chapter III, the formulated problem has unique

characteristics. In brief, the objective function as well as the

constraint is nonlinear and monotone nondecreasing in each of the

decision variables which takes on values of either 0 or 1. Besides,

it is clear that the objective function and the constraint are some

polynomials of decision variables, however, it is quite difficult to

express them explicitly in terms of these decision variables. Thus,

such analytical approaches as linear transformation of the problem,
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solving the problem directly by relaxing integer constraints, etc.

do not seem promising.

Methods for solving integer programming problems are generally

categorized into two groups: search methods and cutting plane methods.

Cutting plane methods are not adequate for the formulated problem

becauSe they are developed primarily for linear integer programming

problems. The idea of search methods is to implicitly enumerate all

possible solution points which are finite. The difference between

search methods and exhaustive enumeration is that search methods de-

velop techniques to enumerate only a small portion of all possible

solutions while automatically excluding the remaining solution points

as unpromising.

Search - methods include implicit enumeration and the branch-and-

bound technique. Implicit enumeration is especially efficient for

zero-one problems. The branch -rand -bound technique solves the problem

by relaxing the integer constraints and by setting up upper and lower

bound on the objective function at each iteration. If the problem

to be solved is a linear program the branch-and-bound procedure may

be efficient, however, the formulated problem is a nonlinear program

which is usually hard to solve, and worse, it is difficult to express

the objective function as well as the constraint explicitly in terms

of decision variables. However, for zero-one implicit enumeration an

explicit expression of'the objective function in terms of the decision

variables is not needed, and therefore, it is chosen as the most ade-

quate approach for solving this formulated problem.

Based upon the above discussion, two specific algorithms have
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been proposed. One is Lawler and Bell's zero-one enumeration scheme

(Lawler and Bell, 1967), and the other is Glover's partial enumera-

tion scheme (Glover, 1965). In addition to the fact that there-

quirements of the two algorithms are satisfied by the formulated

problem, they have several advantages. They do not require explicit

expressions of the objective function as well as constraints with res-

pect to decision variables. Moreover, they always give true optimal

solutions, and can be more easily programmed than any other algorithms.

Glover's scheme is modified to make it suitable to the problem,

and, the computational efficiency of the two algorithms is evaluated

in Chapter V.

form:

Lawler and Bell's Algorithm

Lawler and Bell's algorithm an be applied to any problem of the

Minimize Z(d1) = Z1(d') - Z2(d')

subject to

where

gil (d') -g. d') < b for i=1,2,...,m.

dt.(dt dt
n, n-1"'"d'1)

d'. = 0 or 1, j = 1,2,...,n.

A restriction of the algorithm on the above problem is that each of

the functions Z1, Z
29 il

gig'sg 's and 's is monotone nondecreasing in

each of binary variables d'1, dt
2
1." dt

n
. Our problem exactly satis-

fies this condition as discussed in Chapter III. In our problem, there
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is only one constraint in which g11 (d')
Fin' g12(di)

0, and

b
1 0Q.

In order to describe the algorithm, some preliminary explanation

is required. Consider binary vectors x and y. It is said that x4cy

if and only if x.
J
< y.

J
for all j. A binary vector d' is said to have

the numerical order:

(4-1) N (d') = 2°
21

'

2n-1

n 7n-1 " 1.

Suppose that n.5, and then, all possible solution points (25

32) can be arranged in numerical order, ise,,

Solution

(0,0,010,0) 1

(0,0,0,0,1) 2

(0,0,0,1,0) 3

(0,0,0,1,1) 4

(0,0,1,0,0) 5

(02o,iloti) 6

(0,0,171,0' 7

(olo,121,1) 8

(0,1,0,0,0) 9

(1,1,1,14) 31

As shown in the above example, immediately following a certain

binary vector d', there may or may not exist binary vector(s) d such

that did. Let d'* be the first vector following d' in the numerical

ordering such that d' d' *. For example, for a vector d'.(010,1,010),



d.(0,011,0,1), (0,0,1,1,0), (0,0,1,1,1) are greater than d', and

dt* . (0,1,0,0,0) is the first vector such that dqd1*. The

vector dl* for a vector d' can be generated as follows:

1) Generate d' -l. The numerical order of d1-1 is less than that

of d' by 1.

2) Logically "orb d' and d'-1 to obtain d'*-1.

3) Add 1 to d'*-1 to obtain d'*.

For example, d'.(0,011,0,0), d1-1.(0,010,111), dl*-1.(0,0,11111), and

d'*.(0,1,0,010).

The algorithm implicitly enumerates 2n possible solutions start-

ing with d'.(0,0,...,0) and terminating when d'= (111,...,1). In the

process of enumeration, proper fathoming tests are provided to discard

unpromising solutions as much as possible. These'fathoming tests can

be described as follows.

Let d' be the vector to be considered, Z be the minimum objec-

tive value so far attained. Then,

Test 1: If gil (d4)-gi2(d1*-1):>bi for any i,

skip to dl*.

Test 2: If Z1(d )-Z
2
(d'*-1)>E skip to dl*.

The idea of the above fathoming tests is based upon the monotone

nondecreasing nature of the objective function and constraints. Test

1 is justified because gil(d )-gi2(d'*-1) is the minimum attainable

value of gil(d)-gi2(d) for any d in the interval [d', d'*-1] . To

prove this, consider tie folowing inequalities.

(4-2) gil(dt) < gil(d) for any d in [d, d'*-i]
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Inequality (4-2) is true because gil is monotone nondecreasing and

d for any d in the.interval.

(4-) gi2(d'*-1) >gi2(d) for any d in Ed',d'*-11

Inequality (4-3) is also true because g
i2

is monotone nondecreasing

and d'*-1 d for any d in the interval. Multiplying each side of

inequality (4-3) by -1 yields:

(4-3a) -gi2(d'*-1) ;,5,-gi2(d) for any d in Ed', d'*-1] .

Adding inequality (4-2) to (4-3a) yields:

(1k.4) gil(d') - g12(dl*-1),<gii(d) - gi2(d) for any d in

df*-3]

Thus, if gil(d') gi2(d'*-1) > bi for any i, there is no vector d

in the interval such that gil(d) - gi2(d) s;bi for all i, and there-

fore, the interval EP, can be disbarded without further

consideration. Test 2 can also be justified through the same proce-

dures.

In our problem, there is only one constraint as mentioned earli-

er, and therefore, the Test 1 can be reduced to:

Test 1: If P'n(d, ) > PA0Q2 skip to d'*.

If a vector 0:1 passes the two fathoming tests, the enumeration contin-

ues by increasing the numerical order of d' by 1, because the interval

Id', d'*-1] deserves further consideration.

Aside from the above fathoming tests, there should be a stopping

rule to terminate the algorithm. The rule is:

Stopping Rule: If d'=(1,1,...,1), stop.

Besides, the run can also be terminated if the initial vector d'.

(0209... 10) does not pass Test 1. This is true because any other
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vectors to be considered are greater than the initial vector, and

therefore, they cannot pass Test I either.

The flowchart and computer program for Lawler and Bell's algoi,.

rithm are illustrated in Appendix B.

As an example, the following problem is solved by the algorithm.

Minimize gd)=Z1(d)-Z2(d)

, 2
.01 +2d

2

2
+3

Subject to

)-(d3d4+d2d5-d4)

21-d32+3d1+2d2+,:i3d4d5 4 2

d .7:0 or 1 for j=1,2,...,5.

Solution procedures follow the steps described in Appendix B.2

as shown in Table 4-1. In this table, d represents an optimal solu-

tion so far attained. After nine iterations an optimal solution

d.(0,1,010,0) is obtained, and the optimal value of the objective

function is -1.

Modified Glover's Enumeration Scheme

Glover's zero-one enumeration scheme is general because it does

not depend upon the form of the zero-one problem. Any linear or non-

linear zero-one integer program can be solved by this scheme as long

as proper fathoming tests can be provided.

In order to describe Glover's algorithm, the following termino-

logies are explained.

1. Complete Solution: A solution in which all variables are

fixed at binary values.
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Table 4-1. An Example of Solution Procedures of Lawler
and, ell's Algorithm

d
d4,030201)

d*-1

(olo,o,o,o) (0,0,0,0,0)

(o,o,o,oll) (0,0,0,0 1)

(o,o,o,i,o) (o 0,0,1,1)

(0,0,1,0,0) (0901111,1)

(0,1,0,0,0) (o,11121 1)

(o,itovo,i) (0,1,0,0,1)

(0,110,1,0) (0,11o,1,1)

(oliti,o,o) (0,1,1,1,1)

(ilolo,o,o) (1,1,1,1,1)

Procedures

feasible; set x=(0,0,0,0,0);
set_Z=0; set d'=(010,0,0,1).

Infeasible; skip to d*.

feasible; not optimal;
skip to d*.

infeasible; skip to d*.

feasible; optimal;set 7=-1;
set d=(0,120,0,0); d=d+1.

infeasible; skip to d*.

feasible; not optimal;
skip to d*.

infeasible; skip to d*.

feasible; not optimal;
skip to d*. Because
d*-1=(111,1,1,1), stop.

2. Partial Solution: A set of variables with fixed binary

values. Suppose that d4d5, If d5, d
4'

and d3 are fixed at 0, 1, and 1, respectively, then, (d5,

d, d3) = (0,14) is a partial solution.

Free Variable: A variable which is not assigned a specific

binary value. In the above example, d2 and di are free to

take either 0 or 1.

4, Completion: A complete solution determined by assigning

specific binary values to each free variable. The partial
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solution (0,1,1) in the above example has four completions

of (0,1,1,0,0), (0,1,1,0,1), (0,1,1,1,0) and (0,1,1,1,1).

5. Zero-Completion: A completion in which all free variables

are fixed at 0. In the above example, (0,1,1,0,0) is the

zero-completion of (0,1,1).

6. Unit-Completion: A completion in which all free variables

are fixed at 1. In the above example, (0,1,1,1,1) is the

Unit-completion of (0,1,1).

The algorithm starts with an initial partial solution in which

one variable is fixed at 0 or 1. Through proper fathoming tests pro-

vided a partial solution is evaluated whether it has promising comple-

tions or not. When all its completions can be discarded as non-

promising a partial solution is said to be fathomed, and a backward

move is made to form a new partial solution. If it is believed that

the partial solution has any promising completions, a forward move is

made to search those completions. In the process of such augmenta-

tions, some solution points are discarded as nonpromising without ex-

plicit consideration, and the algorithm terminates when all complete

solutions are enumerated explicitly or implicitly.

In order to avoid cumbersome bookkeeping procedures for scanning

partial solutions, and to reduce the need for computer storages, Glo-

ver's scheme forrgenerating the next partial solutions is modified by

adopting systematic procedures for backward and forward moves. The

modified algorithm starts with di being fixed at 1. A forward move
4

is made by fixing one of the free variables at 1. The free variable

chosen always has a bigger subscript than any of the other remaining
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free variables. If a partial solution is proved to have no promi-

sing completions, a backward move is made by replacing the right-

most element of a partial solution by 0.

An illustration of these systematic procedures for backward and

forward moves is in Figure 4-1. To generate a next partial solution

it is.only necessary to keep the current partial solution and a sig-

nal variable which indicates the location of the right-most 1 in the

current partial solution. Note that all possibel solution points are

implicitly or expliditly enumerated through this systematic proce-

dure in Figure 4-1.

Fathoming tests provided for solving our problem by Glover's

scheMe are also based upon the fact that the objective function as

well as the constraint are nondecreasing in each of the decision

variables. They include:

Test 1: If the current partial solution is a complete solution,

the partial solution is fathomed.

Let d'+ and d'- be the unit-completion and the zero-completion

of a partial solution Q currently considered, respectively. Let Z

be the minimum objective value so far attained. Then,

Test 2: If Pin(d'-) PAQQ, make a backward move. If not,

make a forward move to form a new partial solution.

Test 3: If Z1(d1-) - Z2(dt+)> Z, make a backward move. If

not make a forward move to form a new partial solution.

Test 1 is justified because there are no other completions to

be considered for that partial solution. In Figure 4-1 partial solu-

tions h, i, o, and p are complete solutions, and therefore, they are
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2' d' 1)

7,--4 when d'.(0,0,0,010).

F: Fathomed partial solution

F F

F F F

Figure 4-1. An Example of Forward and Backward Moves in Modified Glover's Enumeration Scheme.



fathomed. If the right-most element of each of these partial solu-

tions is 1, then make a backward move to generate another partial

solution which is complete. If the right-most element is 0, search

the location of the right-most 1 in the partial solution. If there

is no such element, the algorithm terminates. Let r be the location

of the right-most 1, and then, replace the value of d'r by 0 and

delete all elements on the right of d' to generate a new partial

solution. In Figure 4-1, partial solution j is generated from i ac-

cording to the above procedures.

Test 2 and Test 3 can be justified because all completions of a

partial solution Q lie in-the interval Id?"-td-t-d
Clearly, d'- is

the smallest and diA- is the biggest vector in the interval and (d'-)*

-1=W+ according to the procedures for generating d'*-1 in the previ--, .

ous section. Therefore, if P'n(d'-)))pkpq, no completions of the

partial solution Q being considered can satisfy the feasibility be,

cause d'- is the smallest vector among all completions and P' n
is

monotone nondecreasing in each of variables. If Z
1
(d'-) - Z2 (d' +)

>7, no completions can be optimal because Z
1
(d'-)

2
(df+) is the

minimum attainable value for any vector in the interval EP-, d'+].

As an example, consider a partial solution c in Figure 4,1. For that

.partial solution d'-.(011,010,0) and d'+.(0,1,1,1,1). It passes the

two fathoming tests, and forms a new partial solution d.(0,1,1) by a

forward move. The partial solution d cannot pass either Test 2 or

Test 3, and therefore, forms a new partial solution ep.-(011,0) by a

backward move.

As mentioned earlier, the algorithm terminates when the current
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partial solution being considered is a complete solution in which all

elements are fixed at zero. In Figure 4-1, the enumeration terminates

after evaluating the partial solution p.(0,020,010).

Figure 4-2 is a simplified flowchart for modified Glover's

scheme. A detailed flowchart and computer program are illustrated in

Appendix C.

The major difference between the two algorithms is that vectors

are enumerated lexicographically in Lawler and Bell's Algorithm while

they are enumerated according to forward and backward moves in Glover's

scheme. Besides, the procedure for generating (d'-)*-1 in Glover's

scheme is much simpler than the procedure for generating d'*-1 in

Lawler and Bell's algorithm because 01-)*-1 can be generated by

simply assigning l's to all free variables in a partial solution.

The computational efficiency of the two algorithms is examined

extensively in Chapter V.

Descriptions of Computer Programs

Two FORTRAN programs have been developed for the proposed two

different algorithms. Flowcharts, listings of programs, and other

detailed information about the programs are included in Appendix B

and C.

Program LAWLER starts by reading in necessary data, and calaU!,

lates the cumulative manufacturing costs at each operation as well

as other necessary quantities. Initially, each element of the solu-

tion vector is set to zero, and a feasibility test is performed for

that null vector. If it is infeasible, the run terminates by writing



Preliminary Step:
Initially set d'.(0,01...,0)
Test the feasibility of d'.
If not feasible, stop. If feasible,
set initial upper bound Z by
calculating Z(d').

)(

Initial Partial Solution

(d, ) = (1)

Can the partial solution

be fathomed?

Yes

50

Forward Move

d'. 0,0,...,0)

Backward Move

Yes

STOP 4------

Figure 4-2. A Simplified Flow Chart of Modified
Glover's Enumeration Scheme.
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"INFEASIBLE" on the output. If it is feasible the null vector is

saved in the array IDMI(I) by calling the subroutine EQUAL (ID, IDMI),

and the objective value is also saved by the variable ZMIN as an

initial upper bound. The next solution vector to be considered is

generated by calling the subroutine DPLUS (ID), and the run contin-

ues according to ;the procedures described in Appendix B.',R until the

final vector (1,1,...,1) is encountered.

The Fathoming Test 1 is performed by calling the subroutine

FEASI(ID) and comparing TI(NP) to PAOQ. If a solution vector

passes Test 1, the Fathoming Test 2 is performed by calling the sub-

routine ZTEST(ID, IDPR,Z) and comparing Z to ZMIN. If a solution

vector passes those two tests the objective value for ID(I) is cal-

culated by calling the subroutine OBJCT (IDIZD), and ZD is compared

to ZMIN. If ZD is less than ZMIN, ZUG is replaced by ZD, and ID(I)

is saved in the array IDMI(I) by calling the subroutine EQUAL(ID,

IDMI). If ZD is greater than ZMIN another test is performed by

calling OVFLW(ID,M1) to know whether'the current solution vector rea-

ches to the final vector or not. If it reaches to the final vector

NM becomes 1 and the run terminates. If not, the run continues by

calling the subroutine DPLUS (ID) to update the current solution vec-

tor, If the current solution vector cannot pass either of those two

fathoming tests, another test is performed by calling the subroutine

OVFLW (IDPRIM2) to know whether the vector IDPR (I) reaches to the

final vector or not. If IDPR(I) reaches to the final vector the run

terminates, and if not, the ran continues by calling the subroutine
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DPLUS(IDPR) to generate the next solution vector to be considered.

Throughout the run, the total number of vectors explicitly enumera-

ted are counted by NUN. The final content of IDMI(I) is converted

so that the relationship dirl-di may be satisfied.

The initial stage of the program GLOVER is exactly the same

as that of the program LAWLER, however, the null vector is updated to

(1,0,...,0) rather than (0,0,... 1). In the program GLOVER, the

zero-completion of a partial solution is considered instead of direct-

ly considering the partial solution itself. For example, a solution

vector (0,1,1,0,0,0) in the program is identical to a partial solu-

tion (0,1,1).

In the program GLOVER, solution vectors are updated by forward

or back:Ward moves. For the convenience of those procedures, two vari-

ablest MR and IST are provided. MR indicates the location of the 1.

right-most 1 in the current solution vector, and IST indicates the

location of the second rightmost 1 in the current solution vector in

which ID(1)=1. For example, MR=4 for (0,1,1,0,0,0), and IST=5 for

(1,0,1,0,0,0,1).

The first fathoming test determines whether the current partial

solution is complete or not. If MR 1, the partial solution is comr

plete, and therefore, a backward move should be made by identifying

IST. If IST is greater than NP, the run terminates because each ele-

ment in the solution vector to be considered is zero. If the cur-

rent partial solution passes the first fathoming tests, the second

fathoming test is performed by calling the subroutine FEASI(ID). If

PI(NP) is greater than PAOQ, a backward move is made by identifying
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ME or IST. Procedures for generating a new partial solution by

backward move are illustrated in the flowchart in Appendix C.2. If

PI(NP) is less than or equal to PAN, the third fathoming test is

performed by calling ZTEST (ID,IDPR,ZC). If ZC is greater than MEN,

a backward move is made. If not, MTN and IDMI(I) are updated, and

a forward move is made to generate a new partial solution by identi-

fying MEL

The procedure for converting final IDMI(I), and the format of

the output are exactly the same as those of the program LAWLER.

Descriptions of Computer Output

A nonserial production-inspection system as shown in Figure

5-4 is analyzed by Glover's enumeration scheme according to the

procedure described in Appendix D. The program GLOVER has been

saved in the permanent file GLOVER while all necessary input data

for the system in Figure 5-4 have been saved in the file Y10BH.

The resulting computer output is illustrated in Table 4-2

which includes values of all constants as well as the optimal solu-

tion obtained.

The column I in Table 4-2 represents the number of each opera-

tion or inspection station, and the columns PA, PB, PE, CL, CM,

CS, and CV include values of a., b., e., 1.a. , c., s., and vi,
1 1 1

respectively. The expected external failure costs (CK), the total

number of the final product (TOUT), and the desired average out-

going quality of the final product (P
AOQ

) are also included.
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Table 4-2. A Sample Computer Output

ANALYSIS OF NONSERIAL PRODUCTION-INSPECTION SYSTEMS
BY GLOVERS SCHEME

** INPUT INFORMATION

NO. OF OPS = 10 NO. OF SOURCES = 2

I PA PB PE CL CM CS CV

1 .08 .08 .05 .08 6.20 6.20 3.72
2 .03 .07 .09 .14 3.70 3.70 2.22
3 .01. .04 .08 .21 2.60 16.20 9.72
4 .09 .05 .07 .26 3.80 20.00 12.00
5 .07 .05 .01 .29 7.10 59.50 35.70
6 .09 .08 .02 .31 9.30 29.30 17.58
7 .01 .04 .05 .39 6.40 84.50 50.70
8 .01 .05 .09 .43 8.30 37.60 22.56
9 .09 .07 .03 .52 8.00 289.80 173.88

10 .03 .02 .08 .55 6.80 382.90 229.74

CH = 229.740 TOUT = 1.000 PAOQ = .010

** OPTIMAL SOLUTION

MINIMUM COST =

I D PO

79.342172

PI

1 1 .050000 .004000
2 1 .090000 .002700
3 1 .088621 .000886
4 1 .070824 .006374
5 0 .018053 .018053
6 0 .026247 .026247
7 1 .078300 .000783
8 1 .113884 .001139
9 0 .034824 .034824
10 1 .121216 .003636

TOTAL NO. OF VECTORS ENUMERATED = 240
3.789 CP SECONDS EXECUTION TIME
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The column D in the section of OPTIMAL SOLUTION represents

the optimal screening plan obtained for the system. Therefore,

it is optimal to perform screening inspection at the 1st, 2nd, 3rd,

4th, 7th, 8th, and 10th inspection station within the system in

Figure 5-4. The column PO includes the quality level of the product

immediately after each operation while the column PI includes the

quality level of the product immediately after each inspection

station. Therefore, PI(10) represents the average outgoing quality

of the final product. Besides, the total quality costs needed to

maintain the optimal screening plan are also included.
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V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

Computational Efficiencies of the Proposed Algorithms

A series of test problems have been generated and solved by the

two algorithms proposed in Chapter IV in order to determine which is

more efficient for solving the problem formulated in Chapter III.

Test problems have been generated through the following proce-

dures.

1. Three levels of the total number of operations, n, in a

nonserial production system are considered (5, 10, and 15).

2. For each n, the constant parameters, ail bi, ei, li, and

ci for i=1,21...In are randomly generated from a random

number table. For example, eachai, bi, and ei is randomly

selected in the interval (0,00,0.10) while each li and ci

is randomly selected in the interval (0,00,1.00) and

(1.0,10.0), respectively. The salvage value vi at the ith

inspection station is arbitrary fixed at 60% of the

cumulative manufacturing costs si. The expected external

failure costs k is set to 60% of the final cumulative

manufacturing costs sn.

3. The total number of raw material suppliers, m, is fixed

at 1, 2, and 3 for n=5, 10, and 15, respectively.

4. For each n, three types of nonserial structures have been

generated in such a manner that the density of the flow-

rate matrix for a type of structure is different from the

others'. The density of a flow-rate matrix is the ratio
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of the total number of nonzero elements to the total number

of elements in the matrix. Structure A has the lowest

density while Structure C has the highest density. The

density of Structure B lies between the two. Appendix E

shows the flow-rate matricies of A, B, and C for each n.

5. For each n and for each structure, two different values

of P
AOQ

are assigned. The lower is 0.05 while the higher

is 0.01.

A test problem generated through the above procedures can be

represented by a symbolic name. For example, the problem 10BL

is said to have 10 operations (2 raw material suppliers) with a

physical structure of type By and pkoQ is set to 0.05 in that

problem. Thus, different test problems have been generated, and

each is solved by the two proposed algorithms using the CDC 6400

computer. The total number of vectors enumerated explicitly (NOEN)

and the CPU time spent for solving each problem are measured and

used for evaluating the computational efficiencies of the two

algorithms. The summarized results are shown in Table 5-1, which

is rearranged as shown in Table 5-2, 5-3, and 5-4 for better compari-

son between the two algorithms.

The mean CPU Time (MCPU) and mean NOEN (MNOEN) related to

each algorithm are shown in Table 5-2 for each problem. The

relationship between MCPU and n is shown in Figure 5-1. Clearly,

MCPU as well as MNOEN for both algorithms increases rapidly as n

increases. However, Glover's scheme always gives less MCPU and

MNOEN than Lawler and Bell's algorithm, and this trend becomes more
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evident as n increases.

Table 5-1. Experimental Results for Test Problems.

Problem
Lawler and Bell's Algorithm Glover's Scheme

CPU Time (sec) NOEN CPU Time (sec) NOEN

5AL .210 25 .169 24

5kH .135 13 .113 12

5BL .168 19 .144 19

5BH .103 9 .099 9

501, .149 15 .133 15

5cil .o88 6 .081 6

DIAL 8.317 399 6.655 390

1141AH 6.673 327 5.230 318

10BL 7.791 366 6.467 367

10BH 4.564 246 3.794 240

10CL 7.267 336 5.938 334

LOCH 3,135 159 2.676 156

15kL 589.032 13421 473.951 12,944

15AH 354.699 8,231 269.702 7,287

15BL 510.817 11,506 405.953 11,366

15B1 243.310 6,852 224.200 6,543

15CL 353.337 8,o48 321.885 8,482

15CH 73.274 2,002 72.506 2,063

Table 5-2. Mean CPU Time and Mean NOEN for Problems with n Opera-,

tions.

Lawler ana Bell's Algorithm Glover's Scheme

n MCPU (sec5 MNOEN MCPU (see) MNOEN

5 .142 14.5 .123 14.2

lo 6291 305.5 5.127 300.8

15 354.078 8376.7 294,700 8114:2

Table 5-3 shows MCPU and MNOEN for each algorithm for varying

n and pk
0Q.

Figure 5-2 represents the relationships between MCPU

and pk
OQ

for each n. For convenience, common logarithms of MCPU

are taken and plotted in Figure 5-2. Note that problems with PAOQ
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Table 5-3. Mean CPU Time and Mean NOEN for Problems with Different
Levels of

OQ

Lawler and Bell's Algorithm Glover's Scheme

n
PkOQ

MCPU (sec) NNOEN MCPU (sec) MNOEN

5

10

15

.05

.01

.05

.01

.05

.01

.176

.109

19.7

9.3

.149

.098

19.3
9.o

7.792 367.o 6.353 367.7

4.791 244.0 3.900 238.o

484.395 11058.3 400.596 10930.7

223.761 5695.0 188.803 5297.7
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AQQ

0.05

of 0.01 takes less CPU time than problems with P AOQ of 0.05 for

each n.

Table 5-4 shows MCPU and MNOW for each algorithm with respect

to n and types of physical structures. As mentioned earlier,

structure C has the highest density of flow-rate matrix while

structure A has the lowest. The relationships between MCPU and



physical structures are illustrated in Figure 5-3. The values on

the vertical axis in Figure 5-3 are common logarithms of MCPU.

It is of interest to note that problems with higher density need

less computation time than problems with lower density for each n,

and that the rate of decrease appears to increase with increasing n.

Table 5-4. Mean CPU Time for Problems with Different Types of
Physical Structures.

n
Type
Structure

of Lawler and. Bell's Algorithm Glover's Scheme
MCPU MNOEN mcPu MNOEN

A .173 19 .141 18

5 B 436 14 .122 14

C .119 10.5 .2,07 10.5

A 7.495 363 5.943 354

10 B 6.178 306 5.131 303.5

c 5.201 247.5 4.307 245

A 471.866 10926 371.827 10115.5

15 B 377.064 9179 315.077 8954.5

C 213.306 5025 197.196 5272.5

Based upon the above results the following conclusions can

be drawn regarding the computational efficiency of the algorithms.

1. Computation time needed to solve a problem increases rapid-

ly as the problem size increases for both algorithms. This

is because the total number of solution points to be

enumerated increases exponentially as the problem size

increases.

2. Glover's enumeration scheme is better than Lawler and Bell's

algorithm for solving the formulated problem in the sense

that it requires less computation time. As mentioned in

Chapter IV, the procedure for generating d'*-1 in Lawler
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Figure 5-3. Mean CPU Time versus Type of Physical Structures.

and Bell's algorithm is more complicated than the procedure

for generating (d,-)*4 in :Glover's scheme. It is believed

that this is the reason why Glover's scheme requires less

computation time.

3. A problem with smaller P
AOQ

takes less computation time

than the problem with greater pp, OQ
because the total number
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of vectors explicitly enumerated decreases as OQ
decreases.

In other words, more solution points are discarded by the

fathoming tests related with the feasibility of the pro-

blem as P
AOQ

becomes smaller.

4. A problem with higher density of flow-rate matrix takes

less computation time than the problem with lower density

of flow-rate matrix. It is believed that this result is

also related with the fathoming tests related with the

feasibility of the problem. As the density of flow-rate

matrix becomes higher there exist more interactions

between operations, and these interactions affect the

quality of the final product. Therefore, more solution

points can be discarded by the fathoming tests as the

density of flow-rate matrix becomes higher,

Analysis of Nonserial Production-Inspection Systems

After finding an optimal solution to the initial problem, a

decision maker commonly wants to do additional computations to

obtain more information about the problem just solved. The need

for this postoptimal analysis arises due to variations of constants

as well as uncertainties involved in obtaining their estimates. For

example, process averages are subject to change due to natural and

assignable causes. A decision maker may want to know the effect

of those variations on the optimal solution obtained. Another

example is that the external failure costs may not be known with

certainty as discussed in Chapter I, so that, the decision maker
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must estimate them to solve the problem. In this case, he can per-

form a sensitivity analysis to determine the range of the external

failure costs over which a solution remains optimal. If the

results show that the optimal solution is quite sensitive to certain

values of the external failure costs, the decision maker should

spend additional effort in order to obtain better estimates of these

costs.

Eased upon the above discussions, two types of postoptimal

analyses are performed for a given production-inspection system.

Analysis 1

Suppose that a constant in a given system is likely to be

changed, and then, it is desirable to analyze the effect of those

variations on the optimal solution as well as on the total quality

costs and the average outgoing quality level. In this case, the

purpose can be achieved by solving a sequence of problems in which

the varying constant is gradually increased while all the other

constants are fixed at certain values.

For the convenience of the analysis a system with 10 operations

is chosen and it is assumed to have a type 13 physical structure as

illustrated in Figure 5-4. It is also assumed the expected external

failure costs and PAOQ
are fixed at 229.74 and 0.1, respectively.

The other constants are fixed as shown in Appendix E.l except el

which varies from 0.01 to 0.2. For this sensitivity analysis, the

increment of el is set to 0.01, and a sequence of problems are

solved by Glover's enumeration scheme for each el. After finding



Figure 5-4. A Nonserial Production-Inspection System for Analysis 1 and 2.
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an optimal solution for each problem, a range in doubt is investi-

gated again by setting the increment of e
1

to 0.005. Table 5-5

shows the results of this analysis. Note that the optimal solution

is changed immediately when el reaches to 0.025, and remains un-

changed after that point. This critical point can be approximately

determined by trial and error. A more accurate value Qf the

critical point can be achieved by evaluating several points in the

interval (0.02, 0.025). The total quality costs per unit of final

product are increased as e
1
is increased, however, the actual aver-

age outgoing quality level of final product remains almost unchanged

regardless of variations in el, because of the constraint on the

P
A0Q,

Using these results, a decision maker can take several alternate

courses of action. If e
1
is greater than or equal to 0.025, his

optimal action is to perform incoming inspection at the first inspec-

tion station. Besides, the increase in the total quality costs

due to the increase in e1 may be compensated by discounts in pur-

chasing costs of raw materials. Similar analyses can be performed

for the problems in which other constants are subject to change.

Table 5-5. The Results of Analysis 1. *

Quality of the First
Raw Materials (e1)

Optimal Soh:tic:1n

d=(d10,d9...,d1)
Total Quality
Costs

Actual AOQL

.01 (1,0,1,1,0,0,1,1,1,0) 74.33 .0036

.02 (1,0,1,1,0,0,1,1,1,0) 76.78 .0037

.025 (1,0,1,1,0,0,1,1,1,1) 77.96 .0036

.05 (1,0,1,1,0,0,1,1,14) 79.34 .0036

.1 (1,0,1,1,0,0,1,1,1,1) 82.11 .0036

.2 (190,1,11090,1,111,1) 87.62 .0037

* The external failure costs and PAOQ
are fixed at 229.74 and 0.1,

respectively.
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Analysis 2

This analysis is related with problems in which a constant

is subject to uncertainty. Suppose that a decision maker can only

obtain a rough estimate of a constant, and therefore, he cannot be

certain whether the optimal solution is truly optimal or not. In

this case, the best alternative that he can take is to perform a

sensitivity analysis with respect to the uncertain constant.

As an example, the same system as in the Analysis 1 is chosen

with PA
OQ

being fixed at 0.2. It is assumed that the expected

external failure costs are uncertain. All the other constants

are assumed to be fixed as shown in Appendix E.1, and a sequence of

problems in which the external failure costs vary from 0 to 400 is

solved. The summarized results are shown in Table 5-6 in which two

critical points, 37.5 and 190, can be identified. These points can

be determined approximately as mentioned in the Analysis 1.

Table 5-6. The Results of Analysis 2.*

Expected External
Failure Costs (CK)

Optimal Solution
d=(d1o,d91...,d1)

Total Quality
Costs

Actual AOQL

o.o
5.0
10.0
30.0

37.5
40.0

100.0
180.00

190.0
300.0
koo.o

(0,0,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1)
(0,0,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1)
(0,0,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1)
(0,0,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1)

(0,0,1,1,0,0,1,1,1,1)
(0,0,1,1,0,0,1,1,1,1)
(0,0,1,1,0,0,1,1,1,1)
(0,0,1,1,0,0,1,1,1,1)

(1,0,1,1,0,0,1,1,1,1)
(11011,1,0,011,1,111)
(1,oli,i,o,o,1,1,1,1)

57.13
57.75
58.38
60.87

61.80
62.11
69.38

79.07

79.20
79.60
79.96

.125

.125

.125

.125

.121

.121

.121

.121

.004

.00k

.004

*
OQ

is fixed at 0.2.
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Using these results, a decision maker can determine the range

of the external failure costs over which an optimal solution remains

unchanged. Note that the optimal solution is not quite sensitive to

the change in the external failure costs, in other words, each range

is fairly broad. Therefore, although a decision maker cannot deter-

mine the precise value of the external failure costs, he can choose

an optimal policy with certainty as long as he is certain that the

external failure costs lie over the related range. Besides, the

actual PAOQ is plotted as a function of the external failure costs

as shown in Figure 5-5.

0.2

0.0

(0,0,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1)

(1,0,1,1,0 0,1,1,1,1)

J

100 200 300

External Failure Costs (CK)

koo

Figure 5-5. Actual AOQL and Optimal Solutions for Varying External

Failure Costs.
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VI. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDA.TIONS

Summary

The economic aspect of nonserial production-inspection systems

has been Systetatically investigated. First, the problem was defined

as how to determine optimal location of screening inspection stations

within a nonserial production process. In addition, various aspects

of nonserial production-inspection systems were introduced in order

to evaluate their effects on the problem solution. Then current

approaches to the problem were surveyed and their deficiencies were

identified. For instance, most of the current approaches have

ignored the constraints existing in general production-inspection

systems as well as the effect of imperfect inspection on the problem.

Realizing the above deficiencies, a mathematical model was

developed for solving the problem under the assumption of imperfect

inspection. The model was formulated as a constrained nonlinear

zero-one integer programming problem in which the objective function

represents the total quality costs needed to maintain a screening

inspection; plan, the constraint represents the requirement of the

average outgoing quality of the final product, and a binary variable

represents the decision made at each inspection station. In addi-

tion, it was shown that the model can easily reflect various limita-

tions and requirements of production-inspection systems.

It was then shown that the objective function as well as the

constraint in the formulated problem is monotone nondecreasing in

each of decision variables. This unique mathematical structure of
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the problem was used for providing fathoming tests for proposed

solution techniques.

Lawler and Bell's algorithm and Glover's enumeration scheme

were proposed as suitable solution techniques to the formulated

problem. The two algorithms were programmed and their computational

efficiencies were compared with each other by solving randomly

generated test problems. Each test problem has different physical

structure as well as different values of n, m, and Fkolz from others.

Finally, as an application of the model, some postoptimal

analysis was performed for a npnserial production-inspection systems.

Conclusions

It is believed that the mathematical model developed has several

advantages compared to other models currently available. First,

the model is flexible enough to reflect various limitations and

requirements existing in general production-inspection systems.

For example, the requirement of the average outgoing quality of the

final product, the availability of inspection effort, physical

difficulties for allocating inspection at certain points, etc. can

be easily incorporated into the model as discussed in Chapter

Mbreover, the model can be applied to a =serial production-

inspection system in which different final products are produced

from different final operations. Secondly, it is believed that the

model is more realistic than others in the sense that it deals with

nonserial production systems including serial ones as special cases,

and that imperfect inspection is explicitly considered. Thirdly,
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the procedures for building the model is quite straightforward,

and therefore, no profound mathematical background is needed.

In addition to these advantages, several important facts have

been discovered by establishing a theorem in Chapter III. According

to the theorem the product quality immediately after each operation

or inspection station is monotone nondecreasing in each of decision

variables d'
1

d'
2'

. d'
n

. Using this theorem it was proved that

the objective function can be expressed as the difference of two

monotone nondecreasing functions, and that the constraint is also

monotone nondecreasing in each of decision variables. Moreover,

this unique mathematical structure of the model remains unchanged

after incorporating various limitations and requirements of production-

inspection systems into the model.

Of the two solution techniques proposed for solving our con-

strained nonlinear zero-one integer programming problem, Glover's

enumeration scheme was found to be the most efficient under the given

conditions for generating test problems. , The reason for this result

is believed that the procedure for generating next solution point to

be enumerated in Glover's scheme is simpler than that of Lawler and

Bell's algorithm. However, it was found that the computation time

needed to solve the problem grows exponentially as the problem size

increases. However, it seems that such computational deficiencies are

not limited to our own problem because the computational aspects of

current algorithms for solving nonlinear and/or integer programs are

not satisfactory (Tana, 1975).
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Recommendations

It is recommended that additional research is desired to reduce

the computation time required to solve a problem of realistic

size. There may be several alternatives to be considered. The

first alternative is to provide stronger fathoming tests in order

to accelerate the partial enumeration by extensively analyzing

the mathematical structure of the problem. The second alternative

is to improve time-consuming calculations in the solution procedures.

ForexampleltheprocessforcalculatingP.andl".for a solution

point is most time-consuming, and therefore, an improvement in these

calculations will result in great savings in the overall computation

time.

Besides, it may be useful to expand the model to the nonserial

production-inspection system in which sampling inspection is per-

formed at each potential inspection station.
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APPENDIX A. Symbols Used in the Mathematical Model.

Symbol Definition

a.

b.

c

d.

76

Pr (Type II errors occur at the jm inspection station.)

Pr (Type I errors occur at the jm inspection station.)

Machining costs per unit at the jm operation.

A. decision variable at the jth inspection station.
(Equals 1 if inspection is performed at the jm inspec-
tion station, and equals 0 otherwise).

Equals 1-d..

e. Pr (Operational errors occur at the jih operation)

k Expected external failure costs per unit of final product.

1. Sum of apprisal costs per unit of the jth product.

m Total number of raw material suppliers.

n Total number of operations or total number of potential

inspection stations.

PAOQ

P.

Pt.

R

rij. .

s.

v.

Required Average Outgoing Quality Level.

Pr (A unit of product Immediately after the jm operation
has at least one type of defect)

Pr (A unit of product immediately after the jth inspection

Station has at least one type of defect)

Flow-rate matrix for a nonserial production system.

Material flow rate from the inspection station to the
jth operation to achieve one unit of the final prOduct

(i j).

Material flow rate from the operation to the jth inspec-

tion station (i = j).

Cumulative manufacturing costs per unit of product imme-
diately after the jth operation.

Salvage value per unit of the jm product.
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APPENDIX B. A FORTRAN Program for Lawler and Bell's Algorithm.

B.1. Symbolic Names Used in the Program LAWLER.

Group Symbol Definition

Variable 'DM A solution vector currently considered.

IDPR(I) An array for representing d'*rl.

IDMI(I) An optimal solution vector so far attained.

PO(I) An array for representing Pi, i=1,2,...,n.

1)1(i) An array for representing pli, i=1,2,...,n.

PONT(I) P0(I)

PINT PI(NP)

ZMIN An optimal value of the objective function
so far attained.

NOEN Total number of solution vectors explicit-

ly enumerated.

Constant RATE(I,J) A two-dimensional array for representing
material flow rates ( =ri )1,

j

PA(I) An array for representing probabilities of
Type II errors (.-.4a. ).

PB(I) An array for representing probabilities of

Type I errors (=bi).

PE(I) An array for representing probabilities of

operational errors ( =e.).

CL(I) An array for representing appraisal costs
per unit inspected (=li).

CM(I) An array for representing machining costs

per unit processed (=ci).

CS(I) An array for representing cumulative manu-
facturing costs per unit processed (=s).

CK Expected external failure costs per unit

detected (=k).
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Group Symbol Definition
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Constant NP Total number of operations or total number
of potential inspection stations (=n).

IN Total number of raw material suppliers (=m)

TOUT Total amount of final product.

PAOQ Desired average outgoing quality of the final
product.

Subroutine OVFLW(IAIN) Determines whether a solution vector IL
reaches to the final vector or not. If M.

1, IL reaches to the final vector, and there-
fore, the run terminates.

DPLUS(IA) Generates d'+1 from dl. d' . IA

DMIUS(IL) Generates d'-1 from d'. d' = IA

DSTMI(IA) Generates d'*-1 from d'. d' = IL

FEASI(a) Calculates P. and P'. for j = 1,2,...In for

a solution -Actor IL'2

OBJCT(IA, Calculates the value (=ZD) of the objective

ZD) function for a solution vector IA.

ZTEST(IA, Calculates the value (.Z) of Z1(IA) -

IBIZ) Z
2
(IB) for the second fathoming test.

IA =d' and IB=d'*-1.

EQUAL(IA, Equalize a vector IB to another vector IL.

IB)
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Appendix B.2. Flow Chart of the Program LAWLER

START

Read input data and calculate
necessary quantities

= +1

d' = (0,0,...,0)

p,
n (d')413A0(4.

Yes

0

7=d,,

4

d'=(0,0,...,0,1)

4,

Calculate d'*-1

'n(di)4PAN?
Yes

V

(:2 (d1*-1)42 ?

Yes

z(dt ) <7 ?

Yes
V

7=Z(di)

d' di*

d'*-1.(1,1,...,1 ) ?

0

STOP

Figure B-1. Flow Chart for Lawler and Bell's Algorithm.

Yes
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APPENDIX B.3. A Listing of the Program LAWLER.

PROGRAM LAAILER(INFUT,OUIFUT,TAPE60=INPUT,TAPE61=OUTPOT)

DIMENSION ID(50), IDPR(50), IDMI(50)
COMMON RATF(50,50), PA(50), PS(50), PF(50), P0(50), PI(50),
1CL(50), CM(50), CS(50), CK, NP, IN, TOUT,PAOQ,HL(50),PS(50)
2,CV(50),CE(50),PONT(50),PINT

C

C READ INPUT DATA
C

READ(60,10) NP,INsTOUT, PAOG,(PE(I),PA(I),FR(I),CL(I),CM(T),
1I =1, NP)

READ(60,20) (CRATE(J,K),K=1,NP),0=1,NP)
C

C CALCULATE NECESSARY QUANTITIES
C

C

DC 15 I=1,IN
CS(I) = CM(I)

15 CONTINUE
IJ=IN+1
DC 25 J=IJ,NF
TSUM = 0.
JM=J-1
DO 35 L=1, JM
TSUM = MUM + CS(L) * C HATE(L,J)/RATE(J,J))

35 CONTINUE
CS(0)=TSUM+CM(J)

25 CONTINUE

DO 45 I=1,NP
RL(I)=RATE(I,I)*CL(I)
CV(I)=0.6*CS(I)
CE(I)=0.4*CS(I)
RS(I)=RATE(I,I)*CE(I)

45 CONTINUE
CK=0.6*CS(NP)

C
C START ENUMERATION
C CREATE INITIAL SOLUTION
C SET UP INITIAL UkPER BOUND
C

DO 100 I = 1, NI-

ID(I) = 0
100 CONTINUE

C



C APPLY FATHOMING TES1S
C

C

C

CALL FEASICID)
IF(PI(NP) .GI PA00 GO TO 99
CALL OBJCT(ID, ZD)
ZMIN = ZD
CALL EQUAL(ID, IDMI)
CALL DFLUSCID)

NOEN=1

17 CALL EGUALCID,IDPh)
CALL DSTMI(IDPi.!.)
CALL FEASICID)
NOEN=NOFN+1
IF(PI(NP).GT.1 -A00 GO TO 27
CALL ZTEST(ID,IDPR,Z)
IF(Z.GT.ZMIN) GO TO 27
DO 300 I=1,NF
PO(I)=FONT(I)

300 CONTINUE
PI(NP)=PINT
CALL OBJCT(ID,ZP)
IF(ZD.GF.ZMIN) GO TO 37
ZMIN=ZD
CALL EQUAL(ID,IDMI)

C

C APPLY THE STOPPING RULE
C

C

37 CALL OVFLW(IDoM1)
IF(MIE0.1) GO TO 800
CALL DPLUSCID)
GO TO 17

27 CALL OVFLWCIDPRP12)
IF(M20EQ.1) GO TO 800
CALL DPLUSCIDFR)
CALL EQUALCIDPRPID)
GO TO 17

99 WhITE(61, 30)
GO TO 900

C
C CONVERT THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION
C
800 CALL FEASICIDMI)

DO 200 I = 1, NP
IDMICI) = 1 IDMICI)

200 CONTINUE
C

81
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WRITE(61,111)
WRITE(61,40) NP, IN
WRITE(61,50) (I, PA(I), PBCI), PEW, CL(I), CM(I), CS(I), CV(I),
1I=1,NP)
WRITE(61,70) CK, TOUT, PA00
WRITE(61,112)
WRITE(61,90) ZMIN,CIADMI(I),P0(I),FI(I),I=1,NP)
WRITE(61,110) NOEN

10 FORMAT(2I2,2F1003/(10F5.2))
20 FORMAM0F2.0)
30 FORMAT(1R1,///,5X,"INFFASIBLF")
111 FORMAI(1H1,//// ,5X,"ANALYSIS OF NONSFRIAL PRODUCTION-INSPECTION

1SYSTFMS",/,5X,"BY GLOVERS SCHEME",///s5X,"** INPUT INFO2MATION")
112 FORMAT(//,5X,"** OPTIMAL SOLUTION")
40 FORMAT(/,5X,"NO. OF OPS = "05,10X,"NO. OF SOURCES = "05)
50 FORMAT(//,6X,"I",5X,"PA",6X,"PB",6X,"PE",6X,"OL",5X,"CM",

16X,"OS",6X,"CV",//,(5X,I2,7F82))
70 FORMAT(//,5X,"CK = ",F1063,5X,"IOUT ",F10.3,5X,"PA0L = ",F10.3)
90 FORMAT(/ ,5X,"MINIMUM COST = ",r15.6,//07X,"I",4X,"D",8X,"1"0",8X,

1"FI",//,(5X,I3,2X,13,2X02F10.6))
110 FORMAT(/ ,5X , "TOTAL NO. OF VECTORS ENUMERATED = ",I10)
900 STOP

END

SUBROUTINE OVFLW(IA,M)
DIMENSION IA(50)
COMMON RATE(50,50), FA(50), PB(50), PE(50), P0(50), FI(50),
10L(50), CM(50), CS(50), CK, NP, IN, TOUT,PAOC]oRL(50),RS(50)
2,CV(50),OE(50),FONT(50),PINT
M=0
DO 100 I = 1,NP
K = NP + 1 I

IF(IA(K) .E0. 0) RETURN
100 CONTINUE

M = 1

RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE DFLUSCIA)
DIMENSION IA(50)
COMMON RATE(50,50), PA(50), PB(50), PE(50), P0(50), PI(50),
1CL(50), CM(50), CS(50), CR, NF, IN, TOUT,FAMPRL(50),FS(50)
2,CV(50),CE(50),FONT(50),PIN1
ICAR = 1

DO 100 I = 1, NP
IA(I) = + ICAR
IF(IA(I) .NE 2) RETURN
IA(I) = 0

100 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE DMIUSCIA)
DIMENSION IA(50)
COMMON RATE(50,50), PA(50), PB(50), PE(50), P0(50), PI(50),
1CL(50), CM(50), CS(50), CK, NP, IN, I0131,PAOL,RL(50),h5(50)
2,CV(50),CE(50),PONT(50),PINT
ICAR = -1
DO 100 I = 1, NP
IA(I) = IA(I) + ICAR
IF(IA(I) one 0) RETURN
IA(I) = 1

100 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE DSTMICIA)
DIMENSION IA(50), IB(50)
COMMON RATE(50,50), PA(50), PB(50), PE(50), P0(50), PI(50),
1CL(50), CM(50), CS(50), CM, IV?, IN, TOUT,PAOQ,RL(50),RS(50)
2,CV(50),CE(50),PONT(50),PINT
DO 100 I = 1, NP
IB(I) = IA(I)

100 CONTINUE
CALL DMIUS(IB)
DO 200 I = 1, NP
IA(I) = IA(I) + IB(I)
IF(IA(I) .EU. 2) IA(I) = 1

200 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE ZTESICIAP IBP Z)
DIMENSION IA(50), IB(50)p FONT(50)
COMMON RATE(50,50), PA(50), FB(50), PE(50), P0(50), PI(50),
1CL(50), CM(50), CS(50), CKP NP, IN, TOUTPPAO0pEL(50),RS(50)
2PCV(50)PCF(50)PFONT(50)PPINT
ISUM1 = O.
TSUM2 = 0
DO 100 I = 1, NP
FONT(I) = POW

100 CONTINUE
FINI=FI(NP)
CALL FEASICIB)
DO 200 J = 1, NF
ISUM1=TSUMI+RL(J)+ES(J)*(FB(J)+i'ONI(J)+ONI(J)*(PA(j)+PBCd))*
1IA(J))
TSUM2=TSUM2+RL(J)*IB(J)+RS(J)*(PO(J)*(FACJ)+P9(J))+IB(J)*
l(PO(J)+PB(J)))

200 CONTINUE
Z=TOUT*(TSUM1.-TSUM2+CK*?iNT)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE EQUALCIA, IB)
DIMENSION IA(50), IB(50)
COMMON RATE(50,50), PA(50), P2(50), FE(50), P0(50), PI(50),
1CL(50), CM(50), CS(50), CKP NP, IN, IOUTPFAOCIPRL(50)PRS(50)
2pCV(50)PCF(50)
DO 100 I = 1,

IB(I) = IA(I)
100 CONTINUE.

RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE FEASICIA)
DIMENSION IA(50)
COMMON RATE(50,50), PA(50), PB(50), PE(50), F0050), PI(50),
1CL(50), CMC50), CS(50), CK, NP, IN TOUI,PAOL,RL(50),HS(50)
2,CV(50),CE(50),PONT(50),PINT
DO 100 I = 1, IN
POCI) = PE(I)
PI(I) = POW * (PACT) + (1. - k'A(I)) * IACI))

100 CONTINUE
IJ=IN+1
DO 200 J=IJ,NF.
IMULT = 1.
JM=J-I
DO 300 L=1,JM
TMULT = TUMULT * (1. - PI(L)) ** (HATE(L,J) /

300 CONTINUE
PO(J) = 1. - (1. - PE(J)) * TMULT
?ICJ) = FO(J) * (PA(J) + (I.-PAW)) * IA(J))

200 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE OBJCTCIA, ZD)
DIMENSION IA(50)
COMMON RATE(50,50), PAC50), PB(50), FE(50), P0(50), PIC50),
1CL(50), CM(50), CS(50)s CK, NF's IN, TOUT,FAOGsRL(50),RSC5O)
2,CV(50),CE(50),PONI(50),PINT
TSUM1 = O.
DO 100 I = 1, NP
TSUM1=TSUM1+CRL(I)+RS(I)*(PB(I)+FOCI)*(1.-.FACI).-PB(I))))*
1(1.-IACI))

100 CONTINUE
ZD=TOUT*(TSUMI+CK*i-I(NP))
RETURN
END
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Scheme.

Cl.. Symbolic Names Used in the Program GLOVER.

Group Symbols Definition
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Variable ID(I) A solution vector currently considered.

IDPR(I) An array for representing d'+.

IDMI(I) An optimal solution vector po far attained.

P0(I) An array for representing Pi, i=1,21...,n.

An array for representing P' 1=1, 2,

PONT(I) P0(I).

PINT PI(NP).

ZMIN An optimal value of the objective function
so far attained.

NOEN Total number of solution vectors so far
enumerated explicitly.

MR Indicates the location of the right-most
1 in the current solution vector.

IST Indicates the location of the second right-
most 1 in a solution vector where ID(NP)=
1. IST is always greater than 1 and less
than NP+1.

Constant RATE(I,J) A two-dimensional array for representing
material flow rates (z.r.

ij

PA(I) An array for representing probabilities of
Type II error (=a.-.).

PB(I) An array for representing probabilities of
Type I error ( =b.).

PE(I) An array for representing operational
errors (tee.).
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Group Symbol
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Definition

Constant CL(I) An array for representing appraisal costs
per unit inspected (=li).

CM(I) An array for representing machining costs

per unit processed (=c.).

C5(1) An array for representing cumulative manu-

factIri4gcostsperunitprocessed(=s.).

CK Expected external failure costs per unit
detected (=k).

NP Total number of operations or total number
of potential inspection stations (=n).

IN Total number of raw material suppliers (=m)

TOUT Total amount of the final product.

PAOQ Desired average outgoing quality of the
final product.

Subroutine DSTMI(IA) Generates a vector IDPR (=d' +) based upon

a vector Ik(=d,).

FEASI(IL) Calculates P. and Pli for j=1,2,...,n for

a solution v8ctor IA.:

OBJCT(IA, Calculates the value (=ZD) of the objective

ZD) function for a solution vector IA.

ZTEST(I, Calculates the value (=Z) of Zi(IA)-Z2(IB)

IB,Z) for the second fathoming test. Ik=dt-

and 1P=d,+

EQUAL(IA, Equalize a vector IB to another vector IA.

IB)
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Figure C-1. Flow Chart for Modified Glover's Enumeration Scheme.
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APPENDIX B.3. A Listing of the Program GLOVER

Prt0GliAM GLOVFP(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE60=INUisTAPFF1=CUTPUT)

DIMENSION ID(50), IDPh(50), IDMI(50)
COMMON hAIE(50,50), PA(50), 1'13(50), k'E(50), P0(50), PI(50),
1CL(50), C :1(50), CS(50), CM, NP, 1N, TOU1,PACC,RLC5C),!iS(50)
2,CV(50),CE(50),F'ON1(50),MR,1ST,WNT

C

C READ INPUT DATA
C

READ(60,10) NF,IN,TOUI, PA00,(1-E(I),PA(I),PR(I),CL(I),CM(I),
1I=1,Ni)
HEAD(60,20) ((HATE(J,K),K=1,NF),J=1,Ni')

C

C CALCULATE NECESSAitY QUANTITIES
C

C

DO 15 I=1,IN
CS(I) = CM(I)

15 CONTINUE
IJ=IN+1
DO 25 J=IJ,Ni-'
TSUM = 0.
JM=J-1
DO 35 L=1, JM
TSUM = TSUM + CS(L) * ( RATE(L,J)/RATF(J,J))

35 CONTINUE
CS(J)=TSUM+CM(J)

25 CONTINUE

DO 45 I=1,N1.-
ilL(I)=RATE(I,I)*CL(I)
CV(I)=0.6*CS(I)
CE(I)=04.4*CS(I)
RS(I)=RATE(I,I)*CE(I)

45 CONTINUE
CK=0.6*CS(NP)

C

C START ENUMERATION
C CHEAT INITIAL SOLUTION
C SET UP INITIAL UPPER BOUND
C

C

DO 100 I = 1, NP
ID(I) = 0

100 CONTINUE

NOEN =O
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CALL FEASICID)
NOEN=NOEN+1'
IF(PI(NP) .GT. ?AOC) GO TO 99
CALL OBJCT(ID,ZA)
ZMIN=1A
CALL EQUALCID, IDMI)

C

C CHEAT ANOTHER SOLUTION BY FOR",)ARD MOVE
C

C

IDCNP)=1
CALL FEASICID)
NOEN=NOEN+1
IF(PI(NP).GT.PA00) GO TO 27
CALL OBJCI(ID,ZB)
IF(4B.GE.ZMIN) GO TO 37
1MIN=ZB
CALL EQUAL(ID,IDMI)
GO TO 37

27 ID(NP)=0
37 AH=NP

17 IF(MHF0.1) GO TO 67
MR=MR-1
IF(4 R.EC.0) GO TO 67
ID(MR)=1

C

C APPLY FATHOMING TESTS
C

87 CALL FEASICID)
NOEN=NOEN+1
IF(PI(NP).GT.PAOG) GO TO 97
IF(MR.NE.1) GO 10 47
CALL OBJCT(ID,ZC)
IF('C.GE.ZMIN) GO TO 97
GO TO 57

47 CALL ECUALCID,IDFR)
CALL DSTMICIDPR)
CALL ZIEST(ID,IDPR,Z0)
IF(ZC.GE.ZMIN) GO TO 97
DC 700 I=1,NP
PO(I)=FONT(I)

700 CONTINUE
PICNP)=PINT
CALL OBJCT(ID,ZC)
IFLGC.GE.ZMIN) GO TO 17

57 ZMIN=ZC
CALL EGUALCID,IDMI)
GO TO 17

C

C IDENTIFY IST AND CHEAT ANOTHER SOLUTICN BY BACKWARD MOVE
C

67 DO 300 I=2,NP
IF(ID(I).EQ.1) GO TO 400
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IF(I.FQ.NP) GO TO 800
300 CONTINUE
400 IST=I
77 ID(IST)=0

ID(IST-1)=1
AR=IST-1
IF(IST.EG.2) GO TO 87
A=MR-1
DO 600 I=1,1ti
ID(I)=0

600 CONTINUE
GO TO 87

C

C IDENTIFY MR AND CREAT ANOTHER SOLUTION BY BACKWARD MOVE
C

97 IF(MR.EG.1) GO TO 67
ID(ME)=0
ID(MR-1)=1
'MR=Mh-1
GO TO 87

C

99 WhITE(61, 30)
GO TO 900

C

C CONVERT THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION
C

800 CALL FEASICIDMI)
DO 200 I = 1, N?
IDMI(I) = 1 - IDMI(I)

200 CONTINUE
C

WHITE(61,111)
WRITE(61,40) NP, IN
WRITE(61,50) (I, PACI), PB(I), PEW, CL(I), CM(I), CS(I), CV(I),
II=1,NP)
WRITE(61,70) CK, TOUT, PAOU.
WRITE(61,112)
WRITE(61,90) ZMIN,(I,IDMI(I),F0(I),FI(I),I=1,NP)
WRITE(61,110) NOEN

10 FORMAT(212,2E10.3/(10F5.2))
20 FORMAT(10F2.0)
30 FORMAT(1H1,///,5X,"INFEASIBLE")
111 FORMATC1H1, / /// ,5X,"ANALYSIS OF NONSERIAL PRODUCTION-INSPECTION

1SYSTEMS",/,5X,"BY GLOVERS SCHEME",///,5X,"** INPUT INFORMATION")
112 FORMAT(//,5X,"** OPTIMAL SOLUTION")
40 FOHMA1(/,5X,"NO. OF OPS = ",I5,10X,"NO. OF SOURCES = ",I5)
50 FOHMAT(//,6X,"I",5X,"PA",6X,"PB",6X,"PF",6X,"CL",5X,"CM",

16X,"CS"26X,"CV",//,(5X,I2,7F8.2))
70 FORMAT(//,5X,"CK = ",E10.3,5X,"10UT = ",F10.3,5X,"PAOQ = ",F10.3)
90 FORMAT(/ ,5X, "MINIMUM COST = ",F15.62//27X,"I"24X,"D",8X,"PO",8X,

1"PI",//,(5X,13,2X,I3,2X,2E10.6))
110 FORMAT(/ ,5X ,"TOTAL NO. OF VECTORS ENUMERATED = ",I10)
900 STOP

END
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SUBh0U1INF DSTMI(IA)
DIMENSION IA(50)
COMMON RATE(50,50), PAC50), F9(50), F'F(50), P0(50),
1CLC50), CM(50), CSC50), CK, NF, IN ICU1,1-"AM,FL(50),hS(50)
2,CV(50),CE(50),i=ONT(50),Mh,IS1,INI
K=MR-1
DO 100 I=1,K
IACI)=1

100 CONTINUE
RETURN
ENE

SUBROUTINE FEASICIA)
DIMENSION IA(50)
COMMON RATE(50,50), FAC50), 1'13(50), ?E(50), 10(50), PI(50),
1CLC50), CM(50), CS(50), CA, NP, IN, TOUT,PPOGJohL(50),RS(50)
2,CV(50),CE(50),?0NI(50),Mh,IS1,1.'IN1
DO 100 I = 1, IN
f-0(1) =
?ICI) = FOCI) * (PA(I) + (1. /-A(I)) *

100 CONTINUE
IJ=IN+1
DO 200 J =IJ,NP
TMULT = 1.
JM=J-1
DO 300 L=1,JM
TMULT = TMULT * (1. ?I(E)) ** (hAIE(L,J) / RATECJ,J))

300 CONTINUE
FOCJ) = 1. PE(J)) * TMULT
PI(J) = FOCJ) * CFACJ) + (1.FA(J)) * IACJ))

20C CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE OBJCI(IA, LI))
DIMENSION IA(50)
COMMON RATE(50,50), PA(50), PB(50), PF(50), P0(50), PI(50),
1CL(50), 04(50), CS(50), CK, NP, IN, TOUI,PAOO,RL(50),RS(50)
2,CV(50),CE(50),PONT(50),MR,ISI,PINT
ISUM1 = 0.
DO 100 I = 1, NP
TSUM1=TSUM1+(a.(I)+BS(I)*(PB(I)+F0(I)*(1.-P(I)-PP(I))))*

1(1.-IA(I))
100 CONTINUE

ZD=TOUT*(TSUM1+CK*PI(NP))
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE ZIESICIA, IB, Z)
DIMENSION IA(50), IB(50), PONT(50)
COMMON RATE(50,50), PA(50), PB(50), PE(50), FO(50), 1-1(50),
1CL(50), CM(50), CS(50), CK, NF, IN, TOUI,PA0C,fiL(50),I,S(50)
2,CV(50),CE(50),PONT(50),MR,IST,PINT
TSUM1 = O.
TSUM2 = O.
DO 100 I = 1, NP
PONT(I) = P0(I)

100 CONTINUE
FINT=FI(NF)
CALL FEASICIB)
DO 200 J = 1, NF
TSUM1=TSUM1+RL(J)+RS(J)*(F8(J)+FONT(J)+PONT(J)*(FA(J)+pp(j))*
1IA(J))
TSUM2=TSUM2+11L(J)*IB(J)+EiS(J)*(F0(J)*(FA(J)+H3(j))+Ip(j)*
1(FO(J)+FB(J)))

200 CONTINUE
Z=TOUT4(ISUM1-TSUM2+CK*PINT)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE EUUAL(IA, IB)
DIMENSION IA(50), 15(50)
COMMON RATE(50,50), FA(50), P9(50), PF(50), F0(50), PI(50),
1CL(50), CM(50), CS(50), CK, NP, IN 10UT,FAOG,EL(50),RS(50)
2,CV(50),CE(50),FON1(50),M,IST,FINT
DO 100 I = 1, NF
IB(I) = IA(I)

100 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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Appendix D. A Sample Computer Solution Procedure.

/OLD,Y105ii.
/LNH

10 2 1. .01
.05 '.08 .06 .06 5.20 .09 .03 .07 .14 '3.7
.0o .01 .04 .21 2.60 .07 .09 .05 .26 3.13

.01 .07 .05 .29 7.1 .02 .09 .Gi3 .31 9.3

.05 .01 .04 .39 6.40 .C9 .01 .05 .1i3 3.3

.03 .09 .07 .52 6.00 .(k; .C2 .02
17 11 5

2522 3

11 7 4
7 2 5

2 2

2 2

3

1 1

1

/CETJCLW.FET',.
/CET,Y1OLH.
/FTN,I=GLOVEn,L=0.

2.317 CP SECONDS: 0OVPILi:TI3N TIME
/LCO,Y10L4i,DUY.

3.746 CP SECONDS EXECUTION TI!lE
MANNEF(LJY) FTN
FILE '3ANNEPED.
/DISPOEEJEJY=P7.
YOU' OUTPUT ID IS T60223X
/LYE
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APPENDIX E. Constants and Flow-Rate Matricies for Test Problems.

E.1. Constants

j e.
J

a.
J

b.
J

1.
3

c.
J

1 .09 .09 .01 .08 5.4

2 .07 .03 .01 .13 6.4

3 .07 .05 .07 .22 4.o

4 .05 .04 .03 .3o 9.9

5 .02 .08 .03 .36 3.2

n=10

j e. a. b. 1. c.

1 .05 .08 .08 .08 6.2

2 .09 .03 .07 .14 3.7

3 .08 .01 .04 .21 2.6

4 .07 .09 .05 .26 3.8

5 .01 .07 .05 .29 7.1

6 .02 .09 .08 .31 9.3

7 ,05 .01 .04 ,39 6.4

8 .09 .01 .05 .43 8.3

9 .03 .09 .07 .52 8.0

10 .08 .03 .02 .55 6.8
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APPENDIX E.1 (Continued)

J e. a. b. 1. e.
J

1 .08 .05 .01 .04 9.6

2 .05 .04 .07 .07 6.2

3 .06 .06 .01 .09 6.8

4 .03 .05 .04 .17 2.1

5 .03 .08 .01 .18 6.3

6 .og .07 .08 .20 1.1

7 .02 .07 .01 .25 2.7

8 .07 .01 .06 .31 7.9

9 .06 .03 .05 .36 3.4

10 .08 .07 .05 .44 5.6

11 .01 .03 .08 .52 2.7

12 .03 .09 .08 .58 8.9

13 .05 .09 .05 .64 6.4

14 .03 .08 .05 .66 7.3

15 .03 .05 .06 .69 5.6
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APPENDIX E.2. Flom-Rate M4tricies

Structure A

4 2 2

0 2 0

0 0 1

0 0 0

0 0 0

0
2

1

1

0

0
0

0

1

1

Structure B

10 2+ 5 1 0

R= 2 0 0 2

0 0 5 2 3
0 0 0 1 1

0 0 0 0 1

Structure C

24 12 5 6 1

0 6 0 4 2

0 0 5 2 3
0 0 0 2 2

0 0 0 0 1
n=10

Structure A

8080000000
0 16 160000000
oo8 8000000opo8 4 40000
0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0000004o400
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
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APPENDIX E.2.

n=10

(Continued)

Structure B

17 0 11 0 0 0 6 0 0 0
o 25 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
o 0 11 7 4 0 0 0 0 0
o o o 7 2 5 o 0 o o

R= 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 o 5 o 5 o o
o o o o o o 2 o 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 3 2
o o o o o o 0 o 1 10000000001

Structure C

70 0 48 0 12 0 10 0 0 0
o 24 16 0 4 o C 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 16 0 8 0 8 o 0
0 0 0 0 12 o 5 4 3 o
0 0 o 0 0 4 0 4 0 0

o o o o o 5 o 2 3o 000000 2 2
o o o o o 0 0 o
0 0 0 0 o 0 o 0 C 1

n 15
11,

Structure A

3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
o lo o 6 4 o 0 o 0 o o o o o o
0 0 8 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

o o o 3 o 3 o 0 o 0 o o o o o00004o400000000
0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
o oo o o o 4o 4o 0 o o oo

Rr o 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 0 C o 0 0
o o o o o o 0 0 2 o 2 o o o
o o o o o o o o 0 3 o 3 o o o
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 3 o 3 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
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APPENDIX E.2. (Continued)

Structure B

13
0

0

0

o
15

0
o
0

o
0

22
o
0

k
6
0

2

o

o
9

18
0
9

o
0
0
2
o

o
0
0
0
9

6
0
0
0
o

o
0
0
0
o

o
0
4
0
o

o
0
0
0
o

o
0
0
0
o

o
0
0
0
o

o
0
0
0
o

3
0
0
0
o

0 o o o 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Ft, o 0 0 0 0 0 9 4 3 2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Structure C

27 0 o 8 0 0 0 16 0 o o 0 0 0 3
0 52 0 16 28 0 0 0 0 o 0 8 0 0 0

0 0 54 o 28 0 20 o, 0 6 o 0 0 0 0
0 0 o 8 0 8 0 0 o o 0 0 0 0
0 0 o o 28 8 20 0 0 o 0 0 0 0
0 0 o o 0 8 0 8 0 o o 0 0 0 0

R= 0 0 o o 0 0 20 8 8 4 o 0 0 0 0
0 0 o o 0 0 0 8 0 6 0 0 0 2

0 0 o o 0 0 0 0 8 o o 4 0 0
0 0 o o 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0
0 0 o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 6 0
0 0 o o 0 0 0 0 0 o o 4 0 4 0
0 0 o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2
0 0 o o 0 0 0 0 0 o o 0 0 2 2
0 0 o o 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 1


